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Disclaimer

The content and views expressed in this material are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinion of the ERA-Net SES initiative. Any reference given does not
necessarily imply the endorsement by ERA-Net SES.

About ERA-Net Smart Energy Systems

ERA-Net Smart Energy Systems (ERA-Net SES) is a transnational joint programming platform
of 30 national and regional funding partners for initiating co-creation and promoting energy
system innovation. The network of owners and managers of national and regional public funding programs along the innovation chain provides a sustainable and service oriented joint programming platform to finance projects in thematic areas like Smart Power Grids, Regional and
Local Energy Systems, Heating and Cooling Networks, Digital Energy and Smart Services,
etc.
Co-creating with partners that help to understand the needs of relevant stakeholders, we team
up with intermediaries to provide an innovation eco-system supporting consortia for research,
innovation, technical development, piloting and demonstration activities. These co-operations
pave the way towards implementation in real-life environments and market introduction.
Beyond that, ERA-Net SES provides a Knowledge Community, involving key demo projects
and experts from all over Europe, to facilitate learning between projects and programs from
the local level up to the European level.
www.eranet-smartenergysystems.eu

About EVA project

The EVA project aims to support urban and regional institutions to steer the transition towards
electric, connected and autonomous vehicles, and at identifying innovative territorial infrastructures capable of effectively supporting such a transition. The project started in September 2019
and the project consortium involves the following partners: SUPSI from Switzerland, EURAC
from Italy, AICO from Austria, and MINES ParisTech from France. More detailed information
is available on the project website www.evaproject.eu

About this deliverable

This deliverable is one output of Work Package 3 – Mobility of tomorrow. In this work package
the goal is to understand how local/regional future mobility ecosystems may look like and how
they might interact at national and global levels. This deliverable is the end product of the work
package where it was developed with multiple stakeholders what-if potential scenarios related
to the diffusion of the autonomous driving technology in both test sites (Ticino and South Tyrol).
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a large number of scenarios for the deployment of autonomous vehicles (AVs)
have been generated around the world. All the scenarios show that there is a high level of
uncertainty related to how autonomous passenger vehicles will look like. In the previous deliverable of this project (D3.1 - Literature review regarding future mobility scenarios) it was analysed and proposed three different dimensions (enabling factors, adoption factors and impacts)
that could lead to different adoption scenarios. Figure 1 shows the interaction between the
different dimensions identified in the previous deliverable. The document concluded that “in
order to understand what might happen, the analysis must be performed at the local/regional
level” (page 66) (Veiga Simão, Cellina, & Bettini, 2021).

Figure 1 - Interaction between deployment dimensions of AVs analysed in the D3.1

This deliverable, D3.2, intends, therefore, to be a follow-up of the D3.1 in which the adoption
scenarios are contextualized to the Ticino and South Tyrol areas, by taking into account the
evolution of the enabling and adoption factors at the local level, as well as the local future
states of the adoption scenarios variables identified in D3.1.
This document is organized in four chapters in order to contextualize and compare the scenarios created for Ticino and South Tyrol. The first one is dedicated to present the method and
the materials used to enable the local contextualization. The second and third ones are dedicated to contextualize the enabling factors, adoption factors and future states of the adoption
scenarios for Ticino and South Tyrol respectively. In both chapters the resulting local scenarios
are also proposed and qualitatively described. Finally, the last chapter is dedicated to explore
the similarities and differences found in the scenarios proposed for both test sites.
In summary, this document has the goal to propose qualitative contextualized scenarios for
the deployment of autonomous vehicles in Ticino and South Tyrol, starting from the non-contextualised analysis made in the D3.1. The scenarios proposed in this document represent
possible future configurations of the transport system based on actual knowledge (“what-if”
approach); they are not an attempt to predict and forecast the most likely future configuration.
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1. METHOD AND MATERIALS
The goal of this document is to contextualize and propose scenarios on how the deployment
of the autonomous vehicles might look like in two European regions: Ticino, Switzerland, and
South Tyrol, Italy.
1.1. Methodology
To achieve the aforementioned goal, a two steps methodology was followed. This consists in
the contextualisation of the different variables and parameters for the two pilot sites and in the
derivation of the scenarios based on the possible realisations of the future states of the adoption scenarios variables.
1- Contextualize the enabling factors, adoption factors and the future states
of variables that affect the autonomous vehicle adoption scenarios described in the first deliverable of this work package (D3.1 Literature review regarding future mobility scenarios) for Ticino and South Tyrol.



Figure 2 – Enabling and adoption factors driving possible adoption scenarios

In fact, in deliverable D3.1 we identified three factors that could enable the deployment of AVs
(Figure 3). Even though these factors largely depend of supranational tendencies, national and
regional elements can further facilitate or hamper the introduction of autonomous vehicles. In
this document we report the state of play of technology, social perception and legislation
around the AVs in Switzerland, in particular in Canton Ticino, and in Italy, in particular in South
Tyrol.

Figure 3 - Enabling factors related to the introduction of autonomous vehicles on the roads.

The principal adoption factors (Figure 4) were as well identified in D3.1. In that document these
factors were generically described, and in this case, we contextualize them to Canton Ticino
and South Tyrol. However not all adoption factors can be contextualized, since for some of
them data, studies and information are not available for the two test site regions.
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Figure 4 – Adoption factors

Furthermore, in the D3.1 we have identified and fully described four variables (propulsion, autonomous level, shareability, public transport integration), and their potential future states, that
could influence the energy demand of future autonomous vehicles (Figure 5). The energy impacts of autonomous vehicles may in fact significantly vary along these four variables, depending on: (1) which type of propulsion will be adopted; (2) the extent to which partial or full automation technologies will be implemented; (3) the proportion of shared autonomous vehicles
vs. privately owned autonomous vehicles; and (4) if, and to which extent, public transport and
autonomous vehicles will co-exist. In this document these variables will be contextualized for
both test site regions, taking into account local specificities.

Figure 5 – Adoption scenarios conceptual scheme

2- Propose autonomous vehicle adoption scenarios for the two test sites
(Ticino and South Tyrol), based on the contextualization of the parameters done at point 1. These scenarios are obtained by combining in all
possible reasonable ways the future states of the adoption scenarios
variables: type of propulsion, level of automation, shareability and interaction with other transport modes. The number of proposed scenarios
can vary between the two regions. They are in fact selected based on
the opinions of local experts obtained in the workshops and interviews.
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Each proposed scenario will then be qualitatively described, based on
the following dimensions:
a. Main reasons
Description of the main drives that explain why the scenario might occur in the test site. These
main reasons are based on the analysis performed to contextualize the adoption factors.
b. Mobility demand


Description of the scenario mobility demand taking into account the local
people preferences.
c. Mobility supply



Description of the forms of mobility supply existing in the scenario.
d. Forms of organization



Description of the organization form for autonomous services for the
scenario.
e. Spatial distribution



Description of the potential differences of services inside each test site,
considering the different geographic characteristics of the regions under
analysis.

1.2. Materials
To investigate the aspects related to the deployment of autonomous vehicles in both test sites,
four data sources were used: surveys, workshops, literature and previous project deliverables.
Together, they give inputs to contextualize the elements described in the methodology. The
description of the materials collected in both test sites can be found in the specific test sites
chapter.
- Specific surveys of residents in both test sites
During the month of March 2020, 800 individuals (300 living in Ticino and 500 in South Tyrol)
were surveyed through CATI (Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing). We took advantage
of a survey on electric vehicles that was already planned by the Interreg MOBSTER project,
targeting the general population of the EVA study areas (Canton Ticino in Switzerland and
South Tyrol in Italy). We complemented such a survey by introducing five questions related to
vehicle automation processes. The questions related to autonomous vehicles (translated from
the Italian language in which the survey was delivered) were the following ones:
Table 1 – Survey questions about autonomous vehicles

Question
If you had to choose, would you prefer to
move in a car with a driver or in fully autonomous driving car?
If all the cars were autonomous, would you
rather prefer to own one or to hire it like a
taxi?
When would buy an autonomous car?

Type of question
Single choice

For which trip propose would you use an autonomous car for:

Multiple choice

Single choice

Single choice

Possible answers
1 to 5 scale where:
1- Vehicle with a human driver
5- Vehicle completely autonomous
Own
Hire like a taxi
Not sure
As soon as possible
1-2 years after they became available
3-4 years after they became available
5 or more years after they became
available
Reach leisure places
Reach holiday destinations
Visit holiday locations
Go to work
Carry out daily activities
To relax
I will never use a self-driving car
Other
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How long do you think it will take before almost all the cars on the roads in Ticino are
autonomous ?

Single choice

Less than 5 years
5 years
10 years
20 years
Never

- A workshop and interviews with local experts on mobility
To gather further elements to contextualize potential scenarios, the EVA project proposal had
foreseen a strong interaction with local mobility stakeholders, through workshops aimed at cocreating the scenarios. Due to the present Covid-19 pandemic, the workshops both in Ticino
and South Tyrol suffered many not intended adjustments, such as:






they were postponed several times;
some participants were not able to participate;
only one workshop was organized, instead of a series of workshops as initially envisioned by the researchers;
limited interaction was possible between the participants and the researchers, due to
the social distancing and mandatory masks rules. This applied particularly for South
Tyrol since, due to strong Covid-19 restrictions in place, the workshop had to be held
online.

Therefore, the scope of the workshops was reduced to the discussion about the future states
of the adoption scenarios variables: type of propulsion, level of automation, shareability and
interaction with other transport modes. Furthermore, to not lose insights from stakeholders,
individual interviews were organized for those who were not able to participate in the workshop.
Despite the limited stages and scope of the workshops, insights to understand the awareness
and visions of local experts about autonomous vehicles were collected, enabling therefore to
better contextualize the possible future states for the adoption scenarios.
-

Literature review and analysis of local documentation and
studies
In addition, to complement the information collected through the aforementioned survey and
workshops, we explored research materials, market projections, and other documentation produced at the national (Switzerland and Italy) and regional (Canton Ticino and South Tyrol)
levels concerning the topic of autonomous vehicles. The research team also reviewed national,
regional and municipal documentation available in official websites concerning legal aspects
around the autonomous vehicle topic.
- Previous project deliverables
The previous deliverables produced in WP2 – Pilot Regions of the project also provided important inputs to set the background for the contextualization of the scenarios for both test
sites. The analysis made in D2.1 - Report on state-of-the-art of electric and autonomous mobility policies and business mode allow to understand the penetration of electric vehicles and
autonomous vehicles in Ticino and South Tyrol. The D2.2 - Report on test site mobility analysis
illustrated a detailed picture of the current mobility in the two pilot regions (Ticino in Switzerland
and South Tyrol, in Italy).
Using these four data sources, we gathered the information and data necessary to define the
local scenarios. The selection of the diferent scenarios to describe are based on the opinons
of the local stakeholders, expressed during the workshops and interviews about the four variables of the adoption scenarios. In the section dedicated to the single test sites the description
of the materials used in each test sites are further detailed.
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2. TICINO RESULTS
In this chapter the results obtained in the Ticino test site are presented. First the materials used
in Ticino to contextualize future mobility scenarios taking into account the autonomous driving
are described. Secondly, based on the analyses made in the WP2 deliverables, the background information of the territory and its mobility is presented, which sets the baseline for the
scenarios construction. Afterwards, this chapter presents the following sections: section 3, 4
and 5 are dedicated to contextualize to Ticino the enabling factors, adoption factors and adoption scenarios respectively. Lastly the section 6 is dedicated to qualitatively describe the potential scenarios found for Ticino.
2.1. Materials description
In this section the sample of Ticino’s local residents that have replied to the questionnaire and
the local experts that have participated in the workshop and interviews are presented. As well
it is presented the documentation and studies analysed and the previous deliverables consulted.
 Sample of local residents survey
The sample is not statistically representative of the Ticino population, since the goal was, on
purpose, to have a sample that was balanced by gender and age group (Figure 6). A perfect
balance was however not obtained, since 160 women and 140 men were interviewed. The
average age of the sample is 52.3 (standard deviation = 18.1) years-old.

Figure 6 – Ticino sample age pyramid distribution

Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata. 7 shows the provenance of the sample:
the higher is the blue column, the higher is the number of respondents living in that location.
Therefore, it is possible to observe that the phone interviews covered all principal cities and
villages in Ticino and, as expected, the higher population density areas are the most represented.
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Figure 7 – Number of interviews by geographic location of the sample

Table 2 presents the economic, academic and household characteristics of the Ticino sample.
Table 2 – Economic, academic and household characteristics of the sample

Monthly salary (net)
Less than 3’000 CHF
Between 3’001 and 6’000 CHF
Between 6’001 and 9’000 CHF
Between 9‘001 and 12’000 CHF
More than 12’000 CHF
Not answered
Education
elementary or secondary school
apprenticeship
high school diploma
bachelor degree
master degree
“pre-Bologna” degree
doctorate / postgraduate school
I prefer not to answere
Profession
public full-time employee
public part-time employee
private full-time employee
private part-time employee
housemaker
freelance
entrepreneur
retired
unemployed
student
Household composition

Number of interviewees
69
80
29
9
2
111

Percentage of interviewees (%)
23.0
26.7
9.7
3.0
.7
37.0

47
32
157
8
29
24
2
1

15.7
10.7
52.3
2.7
9.7
8.0
.7
.3

45
7
75
8
22
17
6
100
11
9

15.0
2.3
25.0
2.7
7.3
5.7
2.0
33.3
3.7
3.0
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1 person
2 people
3 people
4 people
5 or more people
Household with children
Yes
No

63
124
56
50
7

21.0
41.3
18.7
16.7
2.3

96
204

32
68

 Workshop and interviews with local experts
On the 23rd of October 2020, at Bellinzona in the premises of the Cantonal authority, we ran a
three-hour visioning workshop with eight local stakeholders, to discuss with them possible future scenarios of autonomous vehicles in Ticino (Figure 8). Table 3 presents the participants
to the workshop and their affiliation. The workshop was ran in a focus group format, which
allowed us to collect stakeholders' attitudes, feelings, beliefs, experiences, and reactions,
based on which we tried to forecast how AV deployment would look like in Ticino. Departing
from the currently available literature information, we launched a discussion around the factors
that can influence the energy needs of the future mobility system, characterized by a growing
presence of autonomous vehicles, with the final aim of predicting the most likely future states
of those factors in Ticino.

Figure 8 – Ticino EVA workshop with local stakeholders
Table 3 – Ticino Workshop participants

Name
Alessio Guffanti
Giorgio Gabba
Lucia Gallucci
Mirko Baruffini
Paolo
Della
Bruna
Saverio
Bechtiger
Roberto Morandi
Stefano
Scagnolari

Affiliation
Repubblica e Canton Ticino – Mobility section
Protoscar SA
Città di Bellinzona – Mobility section
BePooler SA
Regional Transport Commission of Lugano
Area
Enerti SA
Touring Club Svizzero
Università della Svizzera italiana

Expertise
Mobility policy-making and land
planning
Electric vehicles
Mobility policy-making and land
planning
Carpooling
Mobility policy-making and land
planning
Electric mobility (charging stations)
Mobility policies
Mobility policies
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Three local stakeholders wanted to participate in the workshop but were not able to attend it.
Therefore, for not losing their contribution, we organized an individual interview with each one
of them (performed through the Teams® software). Table 4 presents the interviewees.
Table 4 – Ticino interviewed stakeholders

Name
Simone Bernasconi
Alex Malinverno
Davide Marconi

Affiliation
Moblab
Autopostale
SA
Planidea SA

Expertise
Sustainable mobility and railways
Public transport

Interview date
20th November 2020, 14h30

Mobility policies

26th November 2020, 14h00

25th November 2020, 14h00

Therefore, when will refer to local experts throughout this document, we will refer to the overall
11 people that have either participated in the workshop or were personally interviewed. The
report of the results, in Italian, can be found in Annex 1.
 Literature review and analysis of local documentation and studies
The review explored Swiss and Canton Ticino documentation available in official websites
concerning legal aspects around the autonomous vehicle topic. In addition, to complement the
information collected through the aforementioned survey and workshop, we explored research
materials, market projects, and other documentation produced in Switzerland and Canton Ticino concerning the topic of autonomous vehicles.
- Previous project deliverables
The information collected in the two deliverables produced in the WP2 was used to briefly
characterise the pilot site Ticino territory and mobility.
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2.2. Pilot site background information
Canton Ticino is the southernmost canton of Switzerland and it is the only Swiss canton totally
at the south of the Alps. It has an area of 2’812.46 km², equal to 6.8% of the entire Swiss
territory. Population-wise, the Canton is relatively small, with 353’343 permanent residents in
2018 (FSO, 2020) equal to 4.2 % of the entire Swiss population (Ufficio di Statistica, 2020).
The Federal Statistical Office (FSO) projects that the population in Ticino will slightly decrease
in the next decades: 2030 – 352’600; 2040 – 346’500; and 2050 – 335’200 permanent residents (FSO, 2020).
The cantonal territory is largely delimited by the international border with Italy (provinces of
Verbano-Cusio-Ossola in Piemonte, Varese and Como in Lombardy), with which it borders to
the East, the West and the South. To the North-West it borders with the Canton of Valais, to
the North with the Canton of Uri, and to the North-East with the Canton of Graubünden. Ticino
is divided in 8 districts: Bellinzona, Blenio, Leventina, Locarno, Lugano, Mendrisio, Riviera and
Vallemaggia. Its capital is the city of Bellinzona.
The areas of the valleys, below 500 m a.s.l., represent approximately 14.5% of the cantonal
surface and roughly host 90% of the resident population and jobs. There is a disparity in the
distribution of the population: the northern districts are less populated (Blenio 5’682 inhabitants, Vallemaggia 5’970; Leventina 9’113; Riviera 10’335) and the southern ones are more
populated (Mendrisio 50’865; Bellinzona 55’711; Locarno 64’075; Lugano 151’592). In fact, the
two southern districts of Lugano and Mendrisio host around 57% of the population (Repubblica
e Cantone Ticino, 2019). Regarding the characteristics of its economic system, Ticino has
39,019 companies, of which 90% are micro companies (less than 10 employees), 8% are small
companies (10-50 employees), and less than 2% are either medium size companies (50-250
employees) or large companies (more than 250 employees). Ticino has an overall work force
of 230’736 employees. Just over a quarter of all workers are cross-border workers (62’496
employees), who live in the neighbouring Italian provinces. The majority of the Ticino’s work
force is employed in the tertiary sector (76.2%); 22.4% in the secondary sector and only 1.4%
in the primary sector (USTAT, 2019). Figure 9 depicts the geographic zones where the population and jobs are concentrated.

Figure 9 – On the left population geographic distribution and on the right employment geographic distribution
(Federal geographical information , 2020)
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As reported in the second deliverable of the project “Report on test site mobility analysis”,
Ticino has a highly developed infrastructure network to support the mobility in the territory,
therefore, it is easy and quick to move around the Cantonal territory and to reach Swiss-German and North Italian cities. A Ticino resident travels on average 29.2 kilometres a day within
the Swiss borders and spends 77.19 minutes to travel this distance. Figure 10 shows that
residents in Ticino heavily use private motorized vehicles; in fact, 77% of the daily travel distance is done using these kind of modes. This is not surprising, since Ticino presents one of
the highest car ownership ratios in Switzerland (632 cars per 1000 inhabitants) and 89% of the
residents over 19 years old has a valid driving license. One alarming fact is that the average
car occupancy level for commuting trips is 1.07 passengers, which is well below the national
average, and it is confirmed by MTMC data, according to which the large majority of trips made
by car by over 19 years old residents are made as drivers (Veiga Simão, Cellina, Vettorato,
Grotto, & Zubaryeva, 2020).

Average daily travel patterns, per transport mode, in Ticino
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Figure 10 – Average daily distance and duration, per transport mode, in Ticino (MTMC, 2017)

The main reason for travelling all week long is for leisure purposes (41.7% of the total distance
and 49.2% of the total duration). If one only considers workers who reside in Ticino, by considering their home and work addresses it appears that the large majority of them works in the
same district where they live - and one third of them even lives in the same municipality. Furthermore, the commuting trips within the Lugano district alone represent one third of all commuting trips. The information about cross-border work commuting is not included in these figures, but a special attention should be made to this phenomenon and its impact on road and
rail traffic, since cross-border workers represent one third of the Ticino work force.
Large investments in public transport in Ticino are being made mainly in two projects in favour
of its use: the opening of the Ceneri base tunnel reduced the train connection time between
the principal agglomerations in Ticino and the tram-train in the Lugano area will connect high
traffic attractor zones in the Lugano district where today’s public transport is insufficient.
Switzerland and Ticino are experiencing an increase of their plug-in electric vehicles (PEV)
fleet, which still represents a very small portion of the total road fleet, equal to about 1% and
0.5% respectively (Zubaryeva, Veiga Simão, Cellina, & Grotto, 2020).
2.3. Enabling factors
In this section the three factors concerning the enabling factors are analysed and contextualized for the Canton Ticino. In sum, Canton Ticino seems to have a marginal role on this topic:


in terms of technologic developments, no tests with autonomous vehicles (level 3 to 5) have been conducted in Ticino. Furthermore, no company that is working directly or indirectly on this thematic was found in
the territory;



regarding social perception, there is still a lack of comprehensive studies
in the Ticino area, allowing to really understand the social acceptance of
this technology in the territory;
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road use and vehicle legislation is centralized at the federal level: currently Canton Ticino is only responsible for issuing the licence plates and
inspecting the vehicles (and probably this will not change in the future).
Based on these considerations, when no elements were available at the Ticino level, our analysis on the enabling factors at the local level was performed for the whole Swiss country.
2.3.1. Technology
Switzerland, and particularly Ticino, is not a major development hub of autonomous technology
applied to the road transport. Nevertheless, there have been some developing research trials
mainly at the academic level. For example, SmartTer – Autonomous Car prototype built by the
Autonomous System lab of the ETHZ (ETHZ, 2021) .
Autonomous driving is a complex technology challenge that requires development breakthroughs in multiple areas. Even though there are no companies that are building the end
product in Switzerland, many companies and startups located in Switzerland are making cutting edge contributions. For example, VentureLab have identified 10 Swiss based Startups that
are shaping vehicles and autonomous transport. These companies are working on small
pieces of the AV puzzle: some are developing software, others are developing hardware
(Heaven, 2019).
Today, Switzerland is not a playground for the tests of autonomous fleets ran by car manufactures, start-ups and technologic giants. At the moment, in Switzerland, only small scale AV
tests are run, mainly using shuttles buses, namely small buses with the capacity of 6 to 12
people on board, that supplement the already available public transport service. They are being tested in densely populated areas as a first/last mile solution, therefore making short distance trips. The first authorized test of autonomous vehicles in Switzerland was organized by
Swisscom in 2015, in the city of Zurich, where a car equipped with additional sensors circulated
in automated mode for about fourteen days (FEDRO, 2019). This test has been followed by
other tests in Switzerland as synthetized in Table 3 where none of them have however been
conducted in Canton Ticino.
Table 5 – Autonomous vehicle tests in Switzerland (FEDRO, 2021)

Years
2015 -2015

Company
Swisscom AG

Test city
Zurich

2016 - 2016

Swiss Post AG

2016 -2017

Swiss AutoPost
AG
Swiss Post AG

Bern / Solothurn
Sion

Test Type
Passenger
car
Delivery robot
Shuttle Bus

All Switzerland
Sion

Delivery robot
Shuttle Bus

FribourgMarly

Shuttle Bus

Neuhausen
am Rheinfall
Zug

Shuttle Bus

GeneveMeyrin

Shuttle Bus

2017 - 2018
2017 - 2020

Swiss AutoPost
AG

2017 - 2020

TPF
(Fribourg public
transport)
VBSH
(Schaffhausen

2018 -2020

public transport)

2018 - 2019

FFS
(Swiss railways)

2018 - 2020

TPG
(Geneve public
transport)

Shuttle Bus

Comments
Effective duration of trial: approx. 14 days
First delivery robots in Switzerland
Sion 1.0: two shuttle buses on
public roads in the city of Sion
Permit for delivery robot trials
throughout Switzerland
Sion 2.0: two shuttle buses on
public roads in the city of
Sion. Connection to Sion railway station.
Two shuttle buses on public
roads in Fribourg-Marly

Status
Finished

Two shuttle buses on public
roads in Neuhausen am
Rheinfall.
One shuttle bus on public
roads in the city of Zug /
mostly within the 50 km/h
speed-limit zone
Two shuttle buses on public
roads in Fribourg-Marly

Finished

Finished
Finished
Finished
Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished
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2019 - 2021

BernMobil

Bern

Shuttle Bus

2020 - 2022

TPF
(Fribourg public
transport)

GeneveMeyrin

Shuttle Bus

2020 - 2023

TPG
(Geneve public
transport)

Thônex

Shuttle bus

2021-2021

Swiss AutoPost
AG

Sion-Uvrier

Shuttle bus

One shuttle bus on public
roads in the city of Bern
Marly 2.0: Two shuttle buses
on public roads in FribourgMarly. Higher frequencies
during peak periods / supplemented with simulations /
analysis of parallelism with
automated trains
Three shuttle buses in on-demand service on semi-public
roads within the grounds of a
hospital / no fixed timetable,
choice of route according to
users’ transport needs / no
designated bus stops.
Two shuttle buses in on-demand service on public roads
in peri-urban residential district of Uvrier (Sion) / connection between housing estate –
railway station – school –
seminar hotel – shopping
centre.

Active
Active

Active

Active

The Swiss federal roads office (FEDRO) has summarized the AV situation by stating that the
“vehicles tested are still far from being able to move independently from a point A to a point B:
they are like students in the first driving lessons and still have a hard time juggling traffic and
managing a whole series of complex situations” (FEDRO, 2019, pp. 16). In the same report,
FEDRO states as well that at this moment the presence on board of a "safety" driver, to monitor
traffic conditions and the behaviour of the vehicle, as well as being able to stop him in an
emergency, is still indispensable.
2.3.2. Social Perception
As proxies to infer the social acceptance of autonomous vehicles in Ticino, we used two questions that were included in the questionnaire to the local residents’:


If you had to choose, would you prefer to travel in a car with driver or in
a car with fully autonomous driving?
If given a choice, 69% of the Ticino’s sample would prefer to travel in a car that is driven by a
human; only 6% of them would prefer to ride a fully autonomous vehicle. Figure 11 shows the
answers clustered by age group. The majority of the people in all age groups still prefer to
travel in a car with a human driver. Nonetheless, the younger generation (18-34 years-old)
show a slightly more openness towards self-driving vehicles.
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Figure 11 – Preference driver-driven or self-driven vehicles for Ticino local residents

 Which trip purpose would you use an autonomous car for?
Answering this question, almost half of the sample (149 people) stated that they would never
use an AV. When comparing the age groups, as for the previous question, individuals of the
oldest generation (more than 65 years-old) are the most sceptical about the use of AVs, with
58% of them stating that they would never use an AV (Figure 12).

Figure 12 – Ticino residents that would never use an AV

We acknowledge that these two questions are not enough to understand the real social acceptance of the AVs in Ticino; nevertheless, based on these questions and considering the
lack of studies about this phenomenon, we infer that there is some scepticism of Ticino people
towards the AVs, mainly in the oldest generation.
Additionally, the PostAuto in 2017 surveyed around 400 people in Lucerne, Schaffhausen and
St. Gallen about what they think of automated vehicles in general and self-driving buses. The
results show that 51 percent of those surveyed have no or very minor concerns about the use
of self-driving buses. Another finding of this survey depicted in the Figure 13 is that people
tend to have a slightly positive attitude towards autonomous driving. Also, people who have
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travelled with the autonomous shuttles provided by PostAuto have a more positive attitude
towards the autonomous driving technology (PostAuto, 2017).

Figure 13 – Results of public acceptance for self-driving buses in Switzerland (PostAuto, 2017)

2.3.3. Legislation
Road legislation is centralized at the federal level where the cantonal authority is responsible
for issuing the licence plates, inspecting the vehicles and releasing driver licenses.
Today it is not permitted to drive AVs (SEA Levels 3-5) on public roads in Switzerland. Currently, the existing legislation in Switzerland requires that the vehicle operator always controls
the vehicle and does not allow the driver to release the steering device (Article 31 para 1 SVG
and Article 3 paragraph 3 Regulation on traffic rules ("Verkehrsregelnverordnung", VRV).
Hence, to permit the use of AVs on public roads by consumers, a change in law would be
required. The Federal Roads Office has developed a concept of traffic regulations and registration issues for AVs and drivers that would need to be adapted to allow AVs up to SEA Level
5 on public roads in Switzerland. The adjustments in legislation that are necessary are currently
in the process of being drafted. This includes, among other things, adaptions of the Federal
Road Traffic Act (SVG) or of the Federal Act on Data Protection. It is, however, unclear when
the final drafts will be available and whether such a change in legislation will be approved by
the Swiss Parliament (Hunsperger & Zemp, 2020).
About the issues related with liabilities, Hunsperger and Zemp (2020) state that in Swizerland
differentiation must be made between the vehicle owner, the vehicle operator, and the manufacturer:


Vehicle owner: In principle, according to Article 58 para 1 SVG, the
owner of a motor vehicle is liable for the damages caused by the operation of such vehicle, regardless of whether he was driving the vehicle
himself or someone else was driving. Such a liability does not require
any kind of fault by the owner. There is currently no specific legislation
with respect to the liability of the owner of cars driving in automated driving mode. The general rules apply and the vehicle owner becomes liable, regardless of the cause for the damage. He is also liable if, for example, a malfunctioning automated driving system was the cause for the
damage. For this reason, the vehicle owner is required to have a motor
vehicle liability insurance ("Motorfahrzeughaftpflichtversicherung", Art.
63 SVG), which covers any damage caused while a motor vehicle is
operated.



Vehicle operator: The liability of the operator is assessed according to
Article 41 para 1 of the Swiss Code of Obligations (CO). Article 41 CO
constitutes a fault-based liability. Pursuant to the current Article 31 para
1 SVG, the operator must necessarily be in control of the vehicle at all
times. Currently, Article 31 para 1 SVG also applies to AVs. There are
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no specific provisions for autonomous vehicles. Therefore, if the operator of an AV fails to comply with Article 31 para 1 SVG, he is automatically at fault and will be liable for any damage caused by the car. If Article
31 para 1 SVG were to be amended in the future, in respect of an accident with a car in automated driving mode (e.g. Level 5), it may be that
the operator will no longer be automatically held at fault and, therefore,
the liability of vehicle operators may decrease in the future.


Manufacturers: Currently, the focus in Switzerland rests on the owner's
and operator's liability. While the owner's liability will most likely also apply to AVs in the future, the operator's liability may decrease. If, in the
future, a car in automated driving mode causes an accident, it may not
be the fault of the operator but rather the fault of the manufacturer (e.g.
failure of safety system). This shifts the question of liability to the product
liability of the manufacturer pursuant to Article 1 Product Liability Act
("Produktehaftpflichtgesetz", PrHG;). But due to the complexity of the
AVs' systems, it will become more difficult in the future to prove a causal
defect, which is a condition for liability under the PrHG. Hence, it is likely
that new forms of liability of manufacturers of AVs could be introduced
into Swiss law in the future.

Hunsperger and Zemp (2020) refer that in the future there might be a joint and multilevel liability, meaning that the requirements are met for liability of the vehicle owner, operator and
manufacturer in a jointly manner. Since the damaged party has a direct claim against the insurance company of the vehicle owner (Article 65 SVG), such party usually pursues the insurance company. While recourse of the insurer against the vehicle operator is regulated by the
law, many issues remain regarding possible recourse to the manufacturer of the AV. Currently,
the relevant legislation is being revised.
The other legal issue is related with data protection. As known, AVs recognize the environment
using sensors and cameras. On these video recordings other persons may be recognizable or
identifiable. Under Swiss data protection legislation such processing of personal data is permissible only if it is lawful, i.e. justified by the concerned person's consent, by an overriding
private or public interest, or by law. Regarding the so-called "Dashcams", the Federal Data
Protection and Information Commissioner (FDPIC) took stand and stated, that neither traffic
safety nor the use of evidence provides a sufficient justification for their use. Therefore, the
use of "Dashcams" and the hereby recorded materials constitute an unlawful privacy violation.
In the same sense, a justification for the recording of the cameras of AVs should only restrainedly be assumed. Nevertheless, storage of the video material for a very short duration or the
complete absence of storage could qualify the use of cameras in AVs as permitted. Whenever
this is not sufficient, other tools, which anonymize people and faces, must be used to protect
the privacy of individuals (Eckert & Glarner, 2020).
Nevertheless, under certain conditions, it might be permitted to test AVs from Levels 3 to 5 on
public roads. Pursuant to Article 106 paragraph 5 of the Federal Road Traffic Act (SVG), the
Federal Council is empowered to issue special authorisations for conducting pilot tests with
AVs. However, the testing of the vehicle is restricted to defined perimeters and routes and
requires the consent of the respective owners of the roads. The main criterion for the granting
of a special authorisation for testing AVs is that the test must aim at new findings with respect
to the status of technology or the use of AVs and systems. In addition, applicants are required
to explain how the legal requirements that are not met during the test can ultimately be met
through the implementation of suitable measures. An authorisation may only be granted, if the
federal government deems the residual risks associated with the pilot test to be reasonable
and proportional. In addition, a liability insurance policy covering damages in the amount of at
least 100 million Swiss francs is required (Hunsperger & Zemp, 2020). The authorizations have
a fixed location and term (normally the test can run for a period of about two years). All AV
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tests running in public roads are required to have a person on board, able to monitor the vehicle
and to stop it in case of an emergency. Project managers are required to submit half-yearly
progress reports and, six months after the test conclusion, a final report containing data collected and experiences (Zubaryeva, Veiga Simão, Cellina, & Grotto, 2020). In this context, the
cantonal authorities have a marginal role: they are responsible for issuing the licence plate for
the vehicle to be used in the test, but not for issuing authorisation to conduct the test. The
relevant cantonal agency (e.g. road traffic office) is there involved in inspecting the vehicle
technology.
2.3.4. Ticino deployment predictions
The 11 local experts who joined the workshop or participated in the interview agreed that the
presence and deployment of AVs in Ticino will be guided by external forces (e.g. Federal government, car manufactures) rather than by cantonal ones. Nevertheless, we asked them about
when they think the different levels of autonomy will be present on the Ticino market, and when
autonomous vehicles will represent majority of vehicles circulating in Ticino. The results of
individual assessments by the experts are shown in the Figure 14.

Figure 14 –Local experts’ predictions for the arrival and spread of AVs in Ticino, per level of autonomy

Taking into account the opinions expressed, the evolution of the different levels of autonomy
could follow these timelines in Ticino:
-

level 3: available on the market between 2020 and 2027; majority of vehicles between 2028 and 2040;

-

level 4: available on the market between 2025 and 2035; majority of vehicles between 2032 and 2050;

-

level 5: available on the market between 2030 and 2040; majority of vehicles between 2040 and 2060.

During the discussions, the participants agreed that autonomous vehicles of level 3 and 4 will
soon be available on the market and, therefore, they will be in circulation in the cantonal territory. When such autonomous vehicles will become the majority of vehicles on the road, however, is still uncertain.
These topics are also dealt with in our survey targeting the general population living in Ticino.
Almost half of the local residents tend to declare that level 5 AVs will take more than 20 years
to dominate the market of the passenger vehicles, which goes in line with the local experts’
opinion. Interestingly, almost ¼ of the respondents think that level 5 AVs will never dominate
the market. Therefore, we can infer that, in the opinion of the residents, the fully automated
vehicles are, in 2020, a distant reality.
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Figure 15 – Ticino local residents’ prediction of market dominance of level 5 AVs
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2.4. Adoption factors
In this section the eight adoption factors are analysed and contextualized for the Canton Ticino.
As for the enabling factors, when no elements were available at the Ticino level, our analysis
on the adoption factors at the local level was performed for the whole Swiss country.
2.4.1. Municipal regulation
At the best of our knowledge, to the present day there is no municipality authority in Ticino that
has some approved regulation or that has regulation under discussion concerning the deployment of AVs. Nevertheless, there are some local regulations and decisions related to other
mobility services that could help us infer how local authorities will cope with AVs.
1. The taxis are limited in number by municipality regulations. Also the taxi
fares are fixed by regulation. For example, Lugano has a specific regulation for taxi services (2.1.13. Ordinanza municipale sul servizio taxi del
23 luglio 2015) and the same occurs also for Bellinzona (Ordinanza municipale sul servizio Taxi del 1 gennaio 2016).
2. Ride-hailing private services are not available in Ticino. For example the
ride-hailing company Uber operates in Switzerland in the cities of Zurich,
Genève, Basel and Lausanne; the Uber country manager would like to
expand to other cities, but declared that “procedures and regulations are
very complicated” (Cdt, 2019).
3. In Ticino, bike-sharing is available in the major cities. Each city where
bike-sharing is available has only one provider and the system is stationbased, one-way1. In fact, in the North part of the Canton (Sopraceneri)
the company that provides this service in the cities is the Velospot and
in the South part (Sottoceneri) is the Publike. The expansion of the stations and bike fleets has to be negotiated and approved by the municipality authorities.
4. Today, in Ticino, there are no active e-scooter sharing services. This
service is instead active in some Swiss cities (Basel, St. Gallen, Winterthur and Zurich). We suppose that e-scooter companies tried to enter
the Ticino market (most likely in Lugano), but that local authorities did
not allow it.
5. Public transportation is a public monopoly: almost all operating companies are owned by public bodies, at the municipal, cantonal or federal
level. Therefore, public authorities limit competition with regulations and
legislation pieces. For example, in order to avoid competition with trains,
the private bus operator Flixbus is not allowed to offer internal travels,
meaning that one person that hops-on in Switzerland has to hop-off in
another nation and vice-versa.
Overall, the provision of mobility services is highly regulated in Ticino and local legislation/regulation is not agile and prepared for new business models in the mobility sector. Based on the
above aspects, we expect that the shared and pooled autonomous services in Ticino will be
provided by a couple of companies, maybe owned by the public sector. Also, we expect that
the prices of these services will be somewhat fixed.
2.4.2. Market interest
The Ticino market can be considered an interesting market for AVs, since Ticino is a rich region, with an annual GDP per capita of 87’612CHF (79’400€) (FSO, 2021).

1

Station-based one-way: Vehicle must be collected at one station but can be returned to another.
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Today in some parts of Switzerland there are already car-sharing providers that compete for
the market space with different car-sharing service business models. Today in Ticino there is
only one car-sharing provider in Ticino, Mobility, and even though in other parts of the country
this company provides a free-floating2 service, in Ticino it works mainly as station-based round
trip3.
The presence of local regulations addressing companies providing shared or pooled autonomous services combined with the of small market dimension of Ticino, might play a role in
influencing the interest of private companies for Ticino - as seen in the previous point, it is in
fact likely that these services will be highly regulated in this region.
2.4.3. Local trust
As depicted in the Figure 11, the majority of the sample of local residents in Ticino that answered the survey if given a choice would prefer to travel in a car that is driven by a human.
This can indicate that still there is some mistrust of the local population towards the automated
driving technology.
The PostAuto (2017) already had noted that in places as the Cantons of Lucerne, Schaffhausen and St. Gallen, there are more misgivings towards the automated driving technology than
in places where autonomous driving technology has been tested, such as for example Canton
Valais (Figure 16). It is expectable that the level of misgivings of Ticino’s population is somewhat closer to the Cantons of Lucerne, Schaffhausen and St. Gallen, since until today there
was not any autonomous driving experimentation in the Canton.

Figure 16 – Misgivings about autonomous technology in four Swiss Cantons (PostAuto, 2017)

Based on the aforementioned results, we can presume that the Ticino’s population still somewhat mistrusts the autonomous driving technology and that this can hamper the deployment
of this technology in the Canton. This presumption should be careful read, since there is a lack
of specific studies concerning the trust of residents in Ticino related to AV.
2.4.4. Ride cost
Public transport is widely available in Switzerland, and Ticino is no exception. We are not
aware of studies that analyse the perception of people that reside in Ticino concerning the
prices of public transport. From our observations, informal talks and newspaper articles, it is
possible to sense that a good portion of the population in Ticino has the perception that PT is
expensive, despite of the multiple discount available. In 2016, Strauli and Killer compared the
public transport prices of seven European countries and found out that Switzerland has intermediate-level prices (Figure 17).

2
3

Free-floating: Vehicle can be rented from and returned to any location.
Station-based round-trip: Vehicle must be returned to the same station from which it was rented.
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Figure 17 - Swiss public transport prices in an international comparison (Sträuli & Killer, 2016)

Bösch et al. (2018) made a cost structure analysis for the different transport modes in the town
of Zurich. The study concluded that the costs of bus drivers represent 55% of the bus cost
structure, and that the costs of train drivers represent only 4.7% of the total cost.
Swiss taxis are instead the most expensive in the world. Taxi fares in Switzerland are regulated
by municipal authorities, so the cost differs from city to city. Zürich is the most expensive city
in Switzerland (and in the world): to take a taxi, here, base fare is CHF 8 and each kilometre
is charged an additional CHF 5. Other Swiss cities are not significantly cheaper. For example,
in Bern and Geneva taximeters start with CHF 6–7 and each additional kilometre costs CHF
3–4 respectively (SIR Media, 2018). Lugano has the base fare of CHF 5 and for each additional
kilometre CHF 2.4 to 4.6 have to be added, depending of the time of day. In 2018, Bösch et al.
found that the prices are so high in Zurich due to the cost of the driver. In fact, the salary of the
driver represents 88% of the taxi cost structure. We expect a similar situation holds for Ticino.
Again, based on observations, informal talks, newspaper articles and due to the lack of studies,
taxi rides in Ticino can be considered a luxury, that are used by local residents in rare events
(e.g. going to the train station or the Agno airport with big luggage) and by tourists. In fact,
even in the larger city of Ticino, Lugano, it is rare to see a taxi in circulation. Some consider
that this mode of transport is in fact underused due to its high prices (Galli, 2017).
Generally speaking, Zurich is more expensive than Lugano and Ticino, and salaries are somewhat higher as well. Nevertheless, lacking specific studies for Ticino and taking in consideration that the magnitude of the differences is not so dramatic, we can take the study of Bösch
et al. (2018) as an example of what might happen to ride fares in Ticino with the introduction
of automated driving (Figure 18). In such a situation, we expect that the cost of individual taxi
rides would plummet as well in Ticino; also, urban and regional buses would get cheaper to
remain competitive and private owned vehicles would have a comparable cost when the autonomous driving technology is adopted.

Figure 18 - Cost comparison of different modes with and without automated vehicle technology (Bösch, Becker,
Becker, & Axhausen, 2018)
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In fact looking to the Figure 18 it is possible to observe that in the autonomous future the most
price convenient transport mode in urban areas will be the buses but in the rural areas the
individual and pooled taxis will be the most cost convenient options.
2.4.5. Ride Time
Switzerland is exemplary in terms of high-quality public transport connections, and public
transport travel times can often compete with those of privately owned cars (Stoiber, Schubert,
Hoerler, & Burger, 2019). In Ticino, the public service also offers high-quality connections and
can compete against individual motorized transport in terms of travel times in the principal
agglomerations of the Canton. Nevertheless, as Figure 19 shows, in the valley zones the travel
times to reach the nearest agglomeration is much higher using the public transport rather than
some kind of individual road transport.

Public transport

Road

Figure 19 – Travel times to the nearest agglomeration by road and public transport (Swiss confederation, 2021)

Nevertheless there are no data and studies to infer if and how ride time will influence the adoption of the different AV services by the residents in Ticino. Therefore, we again refer to Swisslevel analyses.
Stoiber et al. (2019), in their stated preference study using a subset of the Swiss Household
Energy Demand Survey (SHED survey), stated that “it is not only time spent (…) for the trip
itself that matter, but also time (…) to accessing the service” (page 267). Therefore, they tested
possible waiting times in order to identify the likelihood to adopt different autonomous vehicles
services. Table 6 and Table 7 show the baseline values of time-related variables (control sets
used in the choice experiment), that were then varied in order to understand their effect on the
likelihood to choose one of the mobility alternatives.
Table 6 – Time related parameters used as control set in the Stoiber et al. (2019) study for short-term mobility decision

Waiting time

Trip
by
privately
owned autonomous
car
0 min

Trip by autonomous taxi

Trip by autonomous
shuttle/train

15 min

15 min
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Table 7 – Time related parameters used as control set in the Stoiber et al. (2019) study for long-term mobility decision

Maximum
time

waiting

Purchase of an
autonomous
car

Subscription to an online
platform of autonomous
taxis

0 min

15 min

Purchase of a general public transport pass including
autonomous shuttle door-todoor service
15 min

What they found is that the waiting times suggested for the pooled option were acceptable,
since the majority of the respondents rated their likelihood of choosing pooled autonomous
system (autonomous taxis with other people and autonomous shuttle/train) for the short- and
long-term mobility decisions. Furthermore, this research found that the reduction of waiting
time helps to increase the likelihood of users choosing pooled autonomous systems.
Based on these findings, we can assume that a maximum waiting time of 15 minutes for the
shared and pooled autonomous services would probably be accepted by the residents in Ticino.
2.4.6. Availability
In the workshop and interviews with the local experts, they agreed that the four types of vehicles and sharing concepts depicted in Figure 20 could eventually be available in Ticino and
that they might to some extent co-exist in the future Ticino mobility ecosystem.

Figure 20 – High and full autonomous vehicles future states (adapted from PTV Group&COWI, 2019)

Due to the lack of data, studies or theoretical bases to infer if and how the availability of the
different AV options will influence the adoption of AVs by the residents in Ticino, we will refer
again to the study of Stoiber et al. (2019) based on the Swiss Household Energy Demand
Survey (SHED) to gain insights about the preferences related to the different autonomous vehicles solutions.
Figure 21 shows the descriptive statistics results of the users’ estimated likelihood of choosing
personally owned autonomous (“autonomous car”), PooledTaxi (“autonomous taxis”), and TaxDeliverable No. 3.2 | Mobility of tomorrow scenarios: diffusion of autonomous vehicles and
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iBus (“autonomous shuttles/trains”), for short-term mobility. The last option was the most commonly chosen option, with 54.4% of respondents indicating that they were likely/very likely to
choose it (and conversely, only 25.9% responded that they were unlikely/very unlikely to
choose it in the control choice set). PooledTaxis was the second most commonly selected
option. PooledTaxis were in fact rated by 45.1% of participants as being very likely/likely and
by 37.2% as being unlikely/very unlikely to be the chosen mode of transport. Personally owned
autonomous were rated by 45.2% of participants as being very likely/likely and by 41.1% as
being unlikely/very unlikely to be chosen. In 61% of all choices, respondents reported either
the auto-shuttle/train combination or PooledTaxis as the option they were most likely to
choose, rather than the autonomous car option.
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Figure 21 - Likelihood of choosing each long-term mobility offer (Stoiber et al., 2019)

For long-term mobility decisions, Stoiber et al. (2019) found that again the public transport
choice would be the most frequently selected choice option (Figure 22). Purchase of a general
public transport pass that included autonomous shuttle (TaxiBus) door-to-door services was in
fact rated by 55.4% of the respondents as a choice that was likely/very likely, and only by 24%
as very unlikely/unlikely. Both options “Purchase of an autonomous car” and “Subscription to
an online-platform of autonomous taxis” were rated by 39.2% of the participants as likely/very
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likely, however the former was rated by more respondents as very unlikely/unlikely (44.3%
versus 27.6%). Sixty-five percent of all participants indicated autonomous taxi services or the
general public transport pass including door-to-door services as their most likely choices.

Figure 22 - Likelihood of choosing each long-term mobility offer (Stoiber et al., 2019)

The results obtained for the Swiss context show that people would be more likely to prefer to
use the TaxiBus solution; however, the other considered solutions (PooledTaxi and personal
owned autonomous vehicle) still play an important role in preferences. Therefore we can assume that in the Ticino context all solutions of autonomous services will somewhat co-exist.
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2.4.7. Ride comfort and pleasure
There are no data and studies to infer the ride comfort and pleasure preferences of residents
in Ticino and their impact on the adoption of AVs.
As for the other dimensions, we refer to the stated preference study by Stoiber et al. (2019),
based on the Swiss Household Energy Demand Survey (SHED), and to their conclusion that
“comfort was found to be a general determinant for mode choice” (page 267). Their study
suggests that comfort factors, such as walking distance, and number of people in the car are
important factors affecting mode choice. For the study, they started their analysis using the
baseline characteristics for each choice proposed in (Table 8 and Table 9) as control settings.
Table 8 – Comfort related parameters used as control set in the Stoiber et al. (2019) study for short-term mobility
decision

Walking distance
Number
of
persons in vehicle

Trip by privately owned
autonomous car

Trip by autonomous taxi

Trip by autonomous shuttle/train

0 km

0 km

0.4 km

1

3

4

For the short-term mobility decisions, they found that reducing the comfort of the privately
owned autonomous car, meaning in particular a reduction of availability and proximity of parking spaces, that implies a low level of reliability, would reduce the preference for privately
owned autonomous car. Furthermore, they found that the use of autonomous taxi as nonpooled services, meaning that the number of people in the taxi is only one, would significantly
increase the likelihood of use the autonomous taxis. Moreover, if the walking distance to travel
by autonomous shuttle/train (TaxiBus) is reduced to 0.2 km, the likelihood that people would
choose this service would increase.
Table 9 – Comfort related parameters used as control set in the Stoiber et al. (2019) study for long-term mobility
decision

0 km

Subscription to an
online platform of autonomous taxis
0 km

Purchase of a general public
transport pass including autonomous shuttle door-to-door service
Between transport systems

No

Yes

Yes

Purchase of an autonomous car
Walking distance
Vehicle with
others

The results obtained for the long-term mobility decision are similar to the ones obtained for the
short-term: if the users have to walk to/from the parking space, the likelihood to choose to
purchase an autonomous car decreases; and, if the autonomous taxi services are used as
non-pooled, the users’ likelihood of subscribing to a ride platform would increase. However,
users would not be willing to pay for additional privacy in single passenger autonomous taxi
trips.
The comfort parameters suggested for the pooled option were acceptable, since the majority
of the respondents stated their likelihood of choosing pooled autonomous system (autonomous
taxis with other people and autonomous shuttle/train) for the short- and long-term mobility decisions.
The comfort factors tested by Stoiber et al. (2019), namely walking distance, number of persons in the vehicle and level of reliability, have an impact in the mode preferences of users.
We can consider that these factors are likely to affect the mode preferences of Ticino inhabitants in the same way as found for the general Swiss population.
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2.4.8. Ownership effect
The motorisation level in Ticino is the fifth highest in Switzerland and it is much higher than the
Swiss average (FSO, 2021). In Ticino, from the year 1970 till 2020, the motorisation level has
grown by 147%, from 256 to 633 cars for 1’000 inhabitants. In the last decade, however, the
level of motorisation has been almost stable, which could mean that the passenger vehicle
market is saturated.

Figure 23 – Motorisation level Ticino and Switzerland (2010-2020)

In 2014, Rigal and Rudler tried to understand what the place for the car in Swiss society is
according to some Swiss mobility experts. The research acknowledged that cars are first seen
as utilitarian objects, meaning that they constitute a functional object and a tool for transport.
However, the authors found out that cars are not neutral and their status goes far beyond that
of a merely utilitarian function. In fact, the experts reported irrational and sentimental attributes
related to car use and ownership, such as prestige, reassurance, mastery, independence,
freedom and an extension of the living place (Rigal & Rudler, 2014).
Based on the level of motorization in Ticino and the results of the study conducted by Rigal an
Rudler (2014), we could infer that, if the values attributed to the ownership of a private vehicle
do not change, the majority of the Ticino population will still prefer to own their own private
autonomous car.
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2.5. Adoption Scenarios
In this section the four variables that lead to the different adoption scenarios (type of propulsion, level of autonomy, shareability of the vehicles and interaction with public transport) are
analysed and contextualized for the Canton Ticino.
2.5.1. Type of propulsion
The local experts’ opinion is that new vehicles with automation levels under or equal to 3 registered in Ticino will continue to have an internal combustion engine at least until 2035. They
however suggested that, by that date, plug-in hybrid cars might be the norm.
The single individual opinions of the local experts show in fact that they tend to believe that
fully autonomous vehicles (level 5) will be predominantly electric; however, for some experts,
fossil fuels will still play a role in the propulsion of fully autonomous vehicles, albeit a minor one
(Figure 24).

Figure 24 – Type of propulsion of level 5 AVs

If, in the future, the maximum allowed automation level were level 4, local experts are not
totally sure about which type of propulsion will be dominant. They hypothesize that fully electric, hybrids and also some ICE vehicles could coexist at that level of automation.
It is also to be remarked that local experts considered the use of hydrogen to be more likely
for heavy duty road vehicles (trucks and buses), aviation and naval sector. Local experts
pointed out several problems concerning the infrastructure for the generation and distribution
of hydrogen, that could prevent its usage in the road transport.
Therefore, in Ticino it seems that we can predict that the most probable future state of the type
of propulsion for passenger car vehicles will be the direct use of electricity throughout battery
electric vehicles (BEVs).
2.5.2. Level of autonomy
We asked the local experts to individually indicate whether, from their point of view, level 5
autonomous vehicles will arrive in Ticino, and to give one quick reasons for their answer. All
the participants answered affirmatively. Figure 25 reports the motivations that each expert developed individually, before the group discussion.
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Figure 25 – Local experts’ individual opinion about the deployment of level 5 AVs in Ticino

During the subsequent group discussion, the participants reaffirmed their agreement that autonomous vehicles with maximum autonomy (level 5) will arrive in Ticino. However, they highlighted that there is a problem of regulatory/legislative vacuum, attributable to safety aspects
of AVs.
Coherently with the local experts’ opinions, we hypothesize that the future state of the level of
autonomy in Ticino will be most likely fully automation, namely level 5 will be reached.
2.5.3. Shareability of the vehicles
Ticino local experts agree that, when level 5 autonomy is reached, there will be a high level of
these AVs circulating in autonomous shared settings. Furthermore, in their opinion level 5 autonomous vehicles will not be personally owned, even if some enthusiast individuals will remain
(possibly people with high spending capacity), who will keep owning vehicles of all levels of
autonomy. They believe, instead, that ownership of the vehicles in the future will be due to
reasons other than purely mobility needs. The pooled use of autonomous vehicles, although
mostly desirable, will still be relatively limited in their opinion.
The transition towards the shared mobility setting, in the opinion of the local experts, will occur
spontaneously due to a generation change: younger people were in fact found to be more open
to the sharing economy. Even though they expect some resistance from the general population
to totally adhere to the sharing modality of AVs, in fact some local experts suggest that some
people will use AVs in the shared modality, even though they might still own an AV.
Regarding the survey targeting the population, when asked about their preferences, in the
hypothesis that autonomous vehicles were in circulation in Ticino, the sample of local residents
show mixed opinions: 39% would own an AV; 26% would prefer to use them as a taxi service;
and 35% indicated they have not an idea yet about how they would use them. This finding
goes somewhat on the opposite direction of the local experts’ opinions, since a large slice of
the respondents still want to own a car. Nevertheless, looking at Figure 26, that clusters the
responses by age groups, it is possible to find the generational differences already stated by
the local experts. In fact, the major difference found is between youngest and oldest generations: 40% youngest generation (18-34 years-old) would prefer to use AVs as taxi services and
only 29% of them would own an AV, while among the oldest generation (more than 65 yearsold) 50% still would own an AV and only 14% would use it as a taxi service.
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Figure 26 – Ticino local residents sheareability preferences

Another idea that emerged from the workshop discussion was that AVs will be used in a different way, depending on the trip purpose. The local experts argued that it might happen that
for certain travels people will use an AV; for others they would opt for a conventional car or
would use an own AV instead of an AV shared service. In fact, the analysis of the responses
of the survey targeting the local residents shed some light about this matter. Those who answered that they might use an AV (151 people), showed that there is a different tendency to
use an AV depending of the travel purpose. In fact, 81% of them would use an AV to carry out
daily activities and 30% of them would use an AV to commute. For non-routine travels, as to
reach leisure places, relax, reach holiday destination and visit places in the holidays, a very
small portion of the respondents admitted that they might use an AV in the future (Figure 27).

Figure 27 – AV use in Ticino and travel purpose

The above-mentioned study conducted with Swiss households by Stoiber et al. found that in
Switzerland it is more likely that AVs will be used in a pooled mode. In this study, 61% of
respondents preferred pooled autonomous vehicles over private autonomous vehicles. Moreover, this study indicates that a combination of factors that influence the decision, such as
comfort, cost, and time, are likely to increase the proportion of pooled uses of autonomous
vehicles (Stoiber, Schubert, Hoerler, & Burger, 2019).
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Another topic on which in the workshops contrasting positions emerged among the experts,
refers to the motorisation rate4: for some of them the diffusion of AVs will lead to a decrease
in the motorisation rate, since in the shared and pooled future states it is possible to optimize
the number of vehicles to the demand. But for others the diffusion of AVs will not lead to a
decrease in the motorisation rate; instead, it will lead only to a change in ownership: a comparable number of AVs as today will be in the hands of fleet owners and not of individuals.
The future state of the variable regarding shareability of vehicles in Ticino is thus quite uncertain; it seems however that a desirable state, identified by the local experts and corroborated
by the Swiss household study, would be the pooled autonomous. Nevertheless, the local experts expect that the AV most predominant use in the future will be as a shared system. Such
a transition towards a shared autonomous system, as predicted by the local experts and corroborated by the local residents’ survey, will most likely happen due to a generational transition
and a related change in values and social norms.
2.5.4. Interaction with public transport
The interaction between AVs and other modes of transport was discussed with the local experts: it was difficult to obtain a large consensus on how AVs will interact with the other
transport modes, and in particular with public transport services.
For a majority of the local experts, AVs can potentially replace every other mode, except for
cycling and walking. In fact, for these groups of local experts the vision is that for short journeys
AVs will not be able to supplant the active modes (e.g. bicycles, walking, scooters, ...). They
think in fact that in the future ubiquitous e-bikes and e-scooters sharing services will be available. Furthermore, they think that the rail transport will not be threatened by AVs - maybe, on
the contrary, it could get benefits from the diffusion of AVs. However, AVs might compete with
traditional scheduled buses, especially in poorly connected areas. In fact, the experts suggest
that AVs can lead to change the concept of public transport, since autonomous vehicles themselves will operate as a sort of extension of public transport.
For a minority of the local experts, the future modal interaction will be somewhat different. They
think in fact that bicycle trips can be at risk as well. For instance, they refer to the current case
of cities where public transport is highly performing. In such cities, there are fewer bicycles:
“Zurich has a hard time increasing bicycle travels because the public transport service is very
good”. This group believes that AVs could be in direct competition with public transport, but
that buses and trains will remain active in the future.
One thing that all the experts agreed upon is that a total replacement of public transport with
AVs will never happen. The justification for this agreement is that if the public transport is
completely replaced by AVs, it will generate a worse traffic problem than today, since on the
one hand many more vehicles will be circulating to cover the mobility demand, and on the other
hand the road infrastructure is limited - and will continue to be limited.
Furthermore, according to the local experts, local authorities will still continue to invest in public
transport, even when AVs will be on the roads.

4

Motorisation rate: the ratio between the number of cars and the number of inhabitants.
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2.6. Proposed scenarios
Based on the analysis made in the previous chapters, we envision four potential scenarios for
the deployment of AVs in Ticino (Figure 28). The four envisioned scenarios have in common
the two aspects that the local experts largely agreed up: the propulsion will be dominated by
the direct use of electricity with the use of battery electric vehicles (BEVs); and level 5 vehicles
(full autonomy) will be in circulation. For the future state of the two variables regarding the level
of shareability and the interaction with public transport, instead, the experts have different opinions. These are therefore the key variables that differentiate the possible future scenarios.

Figure 28 – Envisioned scenarios for Ticino

According to the local experts, who are aligned with the expectations of the surveyed residents
in Ticino and the findings by the literature review, we can expect that these scenarios will be
reached somewhere between 2040 and 2050, when the legislative adaptations will be in place
and local residents will be more receptive to AVs.
We make the following hypotheses, characterising all four scenarios:


The number of residents in Ticino will slightly decrease. The projections of the FSO
(2020) for 2050 show a small decrease of residents in Ticino (more or less than 5%
between 2020 and 2050).



The quantitative demand of transport will remain invariable. Despite of studies that consider that AVs will increase transport demand (Horl, Becker, Dubernet, & Axhausen,
2019), such an increase might be neutralised by the small decrease in the number of
residents in Ticino and by the new mobility paradigm brought about by the Covid-19
pandemic (McKinsey, 2021). McKinsey (2021) in particular states that remote working
could increase four to five times than before the pandemic and that 20% of business
travels may not return.



The transition will happen in an evolutionary way, meaning that there will be a constant
penetration of driving assistance systems, culminating with the market domination of
fully autonomous (level 5) somewhere between 2040 and 2050.
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High capacity public transport (mainly buses and trains) will be also fully automated,
but will keep working like today. Namely, they will keep following specific schedules
and routes, not being able to make on demand services.



Shared and pooled autonomous services will be highly regulated. Probably, the authorized companies to provide these services will be owned by some big Swiss transport
conglomerate, such as for example AutoPost or FFS, or local public transportation providers. We imagine, as it already happened with bike-sharing schemes, that two
shared/pooled autonomous car providers will emerge: one in the Sopraceneri and one
in the Sottoceneri regions. Other companies, as it happens today with Flixbus, will be
authorized to drop-off or pick-up customers if the departure or destination of the trip is
outside the cantonal/federal territory.



Some scholars argued that the dominance of AVs will lead to an intensification of the
urban sprawl compared with today, which would lead to longer distances travelled and
therefore produce an increase in the energy consumption (Horl, Becker, Dubernet, &
Axhausen, 2019). Since the today’ Federal policy is to avoid massive urban dispersion
(Consiglio federale svizzero, 2015) , in the following scenarios we assume that the AVs
will not produce significant urban sprawl in Ticino.



Local trust in the autonomous driving technology will not be an issue by 2040 and 2050.
As seen in the case of Sion with the experimentation of the autonomous shuttles
(PostAuto, 2017), the trust in AVs will increase with the use and knowledge of the technology. This has been corroborated by other studies (Penmetsa et al., 2019) (Here,
2017) (Winkeler, et al., 2019).

In the next pages we present and characterize the four scenarios envisioned.
2.6.1. Scenario 1 - Status quo
In few words, in this scenario the mobility of the future in Ticino does not change significantly
and there is a pure substitution between current cars and autonomous cars: the car travels
that today need a driver will in the future be done with a fully autonomous vehicle.
Table 10 presents the characteristics of this scenario.
Table 10 – Characteristics of Scenario 1 – Status quo

Propulsion

Electric

Main Reasons
based on the
adoption factors

Level
of
automation

Municipal regulation







Market
interest





Local Trust



Ride Cost




Shareability
Privately
Interaction
Moder(predomiowned
with PT
ate
nantly)
Laws, policies and regulations will allow autonomous private
cars to circulate in the roads as today, no restrictions or limitations for the use of private vehicles;
Shared and pooled AV services have fixed prices set by regulations and limited number of vehicles can operate in the territory;
Only few companies will be allowed to provide shared and
pooled services.
Sellers will be interest to sell AV in Ticino, since it is a rich
region and by 2050 it will maintain its economic status, so even
though AVs would cost more than a conventional car, residents will be able afford them;
Private companies will not be interest to provide shared and
pooled AV services in Ticino since the market is highly regulated.
By 2040 and 2050, Ticino’ residents will trust the autonomous
technology. In the previous decade many of the buses circulating will be autonomous; some experimentations were performed in Ticino, which generated a positive trust.
Cost of the travels will not be a priority for most of the residents
in Ticino;
Personally owned vehicles will not be the most economic

Level 5
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mode of transport, but people will still prefer to ride it.
Ride Time

Mobility
mand

de-

Mobility supply

Forms of organisation

Spatial distribution



Parking spaces for private own autonomous vehicles will be
available as today for conventional vehicles. Therefore waiting
times for the arrival of the privately owned vehicles will be low.
Ride comfort  Strong preference to use the private own car will remain and
and pleasure
it will still be perceived as an extension of personal space;
 Strong reluctance in riding cars (pooled taxis) with strangers
will persist;
Availability
 Residents in Ticino will demand for the existence of all types
of autonomous vehicles.
Ownership ef-  Emotional factors related to car ownership (e.g. flexibility, infect
dependence and prestige) will still determine car ownership
choices and mode choice.
 Demand will roughly look like today: private vehicles will be the dominant mode
and the occupancy rate will still be low;
 Only a small part of the residents that will use motorized vehicles will opt for
satisfying mobility needs without owning a vehicle;
 Shared and pooled autonomous services will mainly be used to satisfy the mobility needs by people that cannot afford to buy AVs;
 Public opinion will demand the same level of public transport as today.
 The level of motorization will mostly stay the same, meaning that residents in
Ticino will own their own private AVs as they own a car today;
 Sharing/pooling offers will increase compared to today, but will still represent a
niche of the market;
 Public transport service level will be similar to today, despite it will be autonomous, which will allow to reduce prices, but it will not be able to attract new
users;
 Some kind of transport combination offers (MaaS schemes5) Will be present,
but since the people will use their AVs, MaaS schemes will serve a niche of the
market as well.
 Bike-sharing will continue to be a closed market and station based service.
 Ownership will continue to dominate;
 Autonomous shared and pooled services will be allowed, but only few companies will be authorized to operate in the territory;
 The commercial sharing and pooling autonomous offers will increase slightly.
However, it will remain rather small-scale (e.g. as new taxi systems). Large public transport companies (e.g. AutoPost and FFS) probably will be the owners of
the shared/pooled autonomous fleets.
 There will be a major difference compared to today situation, since the valley
zones of Ticino tend to have low mobility demand, transport companies will not
provide a scheduled public transport service to reduce costs. People living in
the valleys will rely on demand shared and pooled autonomous vehicles for their
trips. The company that provides these services will probably be on the hands
of the public sector.
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2.6.1. Scenario 2 – Comfort and Convenience
The private passenger vehicle fleet is largely replaced by autonomous shared cars. Also, a
large portion of bus rides are replaced with taxibuses and pooled taxis. Some bicycle rides and
intra-cantonal train travels are replaced by shared and pooled autonomous services. Table 11
presents the characteristics of this scenario.
Table 11 – Characteristics of Scenario 2 – Comfort and Convenience

Propulsion

Main
Reasons
based on the
adoption factors

Mobility demand

Mobility supply

Shareability
Level 5

Interaction
Shared
Weak
with PT
(predominantly)
Municipal reg-  Laws, policies and regulations will allow autonomous vehicles
ulation
to circulate but some restrictions to the use of private cars will
be observed (e.g. urban areas with high density of pedestrians).
 Only few companies will be allowed to provide shared and
pooled services.
Market
 Private companies offering shared and pooled AV services will
interest
not be interested to enter the Ticino market since the market
will be highly regulated.
Local Trust
 By 2040 and 2050, Ticino’s residents will trust the autonomous technology. In the previous decade many of the buses
circulating will have turned to autonomous and some experimentations will have been performed in Ticino, which will generate a positive trust.
Ride Cost
 Cost of the travels will be taken in consideration for not buying
a privately owned AV
Ride Time
 Shared AV services waiting time will be low (maximum of 15
minutes).
Ride comfort  Strong reluctance in riding cars with strangers (pooled taxis)
and pleasure
will remain;
 People will prefer to use individual vehicles, when possible,
rather than polled taxis, taxibus or public transportation.
 People will privilege the lowest possible walking distance to
the nearest transport option.
Availability
 Residents in Ticino will demand the existence of all types of
autonomous vehicles.
Ownership ef-  A generational change will have occurred: the new adult genfect
eration will not be emotionally attached to car ownership.
 Residents will privilege on demand door-to-door motorized transport;
 Residents will prefer to ride autonomous vehicles by themselves alone or with
known people (e.g. family and friends). The main motivation behind is enjoyment of a personal space;
 The waiting time for on-demand services will be requested to be lower of 15
minutes;
 Residents in Ticino will not own a private AV;
 Low demand for public transport;
 Some bike users, mainly in the winter, will opt to use pooled/shared autonomous service due to its low price and flexibility.
 As residents will prefer shared autonomous vehicles, the level of motorisation
will decrease but not significantly;
 Shared autonomous offer will be high and fleet-based providers will offer consolidated services, reaching all cantonal territory;
 To optimize the riding cost, public transport in low dense areas and off-peak
hours in all Ticino will be provided by taxibuses or pooled taxis.
 Some intra-cantonal train travels will be replaced by shared/pooled autonomous services since residents will appreciate their convenience (e.g. no interchanges between point a and b, flexible schedules);
 Public transport companies will have a completely new business model,
through which they will rely on combined systems. For example, in off peak and
low demand areas they will not have scheduled services and will directly or

Electric

Level
of
automation
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Forms of organisation





Spatial
tion

distribu-





indirectly operate on-demand autonomous car services;
Transport combination offers (MaaS schemes) will be present, but since the
people will prefer the use of share AV, MaaS schemes will serve a niche of the
market as well
Autonomous shared and pooled services will be allowed but only few companies will be authorized to operate in the territory (maybe one in the Sopraceneri
and another one in the Sottoceneri region). This will allow to optimize the number of cars needed, but since there will be no competition, prices will not be as
low as they could be;
Large public transport companies (e.g. AutoPost and FFS) will probably be the
owners of the shared/pooled autonomous fleets.
Shared and pooled autonomous services will be available in all cantonal territory and provide an ubiquitous service;
Some urban areas will limit or charge the entrance of privately owned cars;
Valley zones will not be served by scheduled high capacity public transport.

2.6.2. Scenario 3 – Comfort and cost
The private passenger vehicle fleet is largely replaced by autonomous shared cars. Differently
from the previous scenario, high capacity public transport will still be privileged and the
shared/pooled autonomous services will not directly compete with it. Only in some low demand
areas the high capacity and scheduled buses will be replaced by taxibuses.
Table 12 – Characteristics of Scenario 3 – Comfort and cost

Propulsion

Electric

Main
Reasons
based on the
adoption factors

Level
of
automation

Municipal regulation







Market
interest



Local Trust



Ride Cost




Ride Time



Ride comfort
and pleasure
Availability



Ownership effect





Level
5

Shareability

Interaction
Shared
Moderate
with PT
(predominantly)
Laws, policies and regulations will allow autonomous vehicles to circulate;
Some restrictions to the use of private cars will be observed
(e.g. urban areas with high density of pedestrians);
Constraints to the shared and pooled AV services will be put
in place, in order restrict the competition with PT (e.g. fixed
fares, number of cars, working hours);
Only few companies will be allowed to provide shared and
pooled services.
The market is high interesting for private companies because
there is demand and welfare, nevertheless due to the highly
regulated some companies might not enter the Ticino market.
By 2040 and 2050, Ticino’s residents will trust the autonomous technology. In the previous decade many of the buses
circulating will have become autonomous and some experimentations will have been performed in Ticino, thus generating a positive trust.
Cost of the travels will be taken in consideration for not buying an owned private AV;
Due to municipal restrictions, public transport will be the most
cost convenient motorized transport mode.
Shared AV services waiting time will be low (maximum of 15
minutes).
People will be strongly reluctant in riding cars (pooled taxis)
with strangers.
Residents in Ticino will demand the existence of all types of
autonomous vehicles.
A generational change will have occurred: the new adult generation will not be emotionally attached to car ownership.
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Mobility demand







Mobility supply








Forms of organisation





Spatial
tion

distribu-





Residents in Ticino will not be oriented to own an AV;
Residents will prefer to ride autonomous vehicles by themselves alone or with
known people (e.g. family and friends). The main motivation behind is enjoyment of a personal space;
High capacity public transport will privileged, compared with shared and
pooled autonomous vehicles;
Bike riders and public transport users in the future will represent more or less
the same proportion of the modal split as today.
Ownership will decrease significantly;
Since residents will prefer shared autonomous vehicles, the level of motorisation will decrease;
Shared autonomous offers will be strong and fleet-based providers will have
a consolidated service;
Public transport companies will have a service of autonomous vehicles for the
first/last mile mainly in the urban contexts;
Micro mobility sharing vehicles will still be a closed market but will be allowed
to work in a free-floating scheme;
Transport combination offer (e.g. MaaS schemes) will be present and largely
used.
Autonomous shared and pooled services will be allowed but only few companies will be authorized to operate in the territory (maybe one in the Sopraceneri and another one in the Sottoceneri).
Large public transport companies (e.g. AutoPost and FFS) probably will be
the owners of the shared/pooled autonomous fleets.
Shared and pooled autonomous services will be available in all cantonal territory and provide an ubiquitous service;
Some urban areas will limit or charge the entrance of private owned cars;
In valley zones in off peak hours public transport will not be present. Such
areas will be served by on demand taxibuses.

2.6.3. Scenario 4 – Cost and convenience
In this scenario, the private vehicle fleet is largely replaced whenever possible by pooled autonomous services and, when deviation and waiting times are too long for pooling options, by
shared autonomous services. Like the previous scenario, high capacity public transport will
still be privileged and the shared/pooled autonomous services will not directly compete with it.
Only in some low demand areas the high capacity and scheduled buses will be replaced,
mainly by taxibuses.
Table 13 – Characteristics of Scenario 4 – Cost and convenience

Propulsion

Electric

Main
Reasons
based on the
adoption factors

Level
of
automation

Municipal regulation








Market
interest



Shareability

Interaction
Pooled
Moderate
with PT
(predominantly)
Laws, policies and regulations will allow autonomous vehicles;
Some restrictions to the use of private cars will be observed
(e.g. urban areas with high density of pedestrians);
Shared autonomous vehicles will also observe some constraints (e.g. higher charge in peak hours);
Some limitations to the shared and pooled AV services will
be put in place in order restrict the competition with public
transport (e.g. fixed fares, number of cars, working hours);
Only a few companies will be allowed to provide shared and
pooled services.
Private companies offering shared and pooled AV services
will be high interested to enter the Ticino’s market, because
there is demand and welfare. Nevertheless due to the highly
regulation some companies might not enter the Ticino market.
Level 5
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Local Trust

Mobility demand

Mobility supply

Forms of organisation

Spatial
tion

distribu-



By 2040 and 2050, Ticino residents will trust the autonomous
technology. In the previous decade many of the buses circulating will have become autonomous and some experimentations will have been performed in Ticino, thus generating a
positive trust.
Ride Cost
 Cost will be considered by the people to choose the motorized transport mode;
 Due to the cost, people will not buy private AVs and will privilege the use of pooled options;
 Due to the municipal restrictions, public transport will be the
most cost convenient motorized transport mode.
Ride Time
 Shared and pooled AV services waiting times will be low
(maximum of 15 minutes);
 Deviation time of pooled AV services will also be low (maximum of 30 minutes).
Ride comfort  The generational change will have led to the disposition to
and pleasure
ride an AVs (pooled taxis) with strangers;
 Walking distance to access to mobility services will not be an
issue for the majority of the population (maximum average
walking distance 0.4 km).
Availability
 Residents in Ticino will demand the existence of all types of
autonomous vehicles.
Ownership ef-  A generational change will have occurred: the new adult genfect
eration will not be emotionally attached to car ownership.
 Residents in Ticino will be oriented towards price-oriented criteria when
choosing to use motorized transport, therefore they will not own an AV and
whenever possible they will share the trips with other people (pooled taxis);
 Residents will opt for pooled taxis if the waiting time is lower than about 15
minutes and the total deviation time is lower than about 30 minutes. If not,
they will use the shared version of the AVs;

High capacity public transport and soft modes will still be used like today.
 Ownership will decrease significantly;
 Since residents will largely prefer pooled autonomous vehicles, the level of
motorisation will also decrease significantly;
 Shared and pooled autonomous offer will be high and fleet-based providers
will offer consolidated services reaching all cantonal territory;
 Public transport services will present the same level of service as today;
 Transport combination offer (e.g. MaaS schemes) will be present and largely
used.
 Autonomous shared and pooled services will be allowed, but only few companies will be authorized to operate in the territory (maybe one in the Sopraceneri and another one in the Sottoceneri). This will allow to optimize the number of cars needed. However, since there will be no competition, prices will
not be as low as they could be;
 Large public transport companies (e.g. AutoPost and FFS) probably will be
the owners of the shared/pooled autonomous fleets.
 Shared and pooled autonomous services will be available in all cantonal territory and provide an ubiquitous service;
 Some urban areas will limit or charge the entrance of privately owned cars
and low occupancy shared autonomous vehicles;
 In valley zones and off-peak hours public transport will not be present: such
areas will be served by on demand taxibuses.
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In sum, we expect that one of the four scenario will be reached somewhere between 2040 and
2050. Table 14 synthesises the four scenarios proposed for Ticino. As is possible to apprehend, there are many similitudes in all scenarios: electric propulsion will be dominant, level 5
of automation will be the norm, the market of autonomous vehicles will be highly regulated,
people will trust AVs, ride time will be important and all types of AV services will be provided.
Nevertheless there still are uncertainties related mainly to what will be the predominant form
of AV services and how they will interact with the other modes of transport. These uncertainties
are mostly related to the type of municipal legislation that will be put in place, the cost of the
rides, the level of comfort that people will demand and on the attitudes that the future generations will attach to car ownership.

Adoption factors

Adoption
variables

Table 14 – Synthesis of the proposed Ticino scenarios

Propulsion
Level of automation

Shareability
(predominantly)
Interaction with PT
Municipal
Regulation
Market interest
Local trust
Ride cost
Ride time
Ride comfort
Availability
Ownership effect

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Electric
Level 5
Privately
owned
Moderate
Highly
regulated
Interesting
High

Electric
Level 5

Electric
Level 5

Electric
Level 5

Shared

Shared

Pooled

Weak
Highly
regulated
Interesting
High

Moderate
Highly
regulated
Interesting
High

Not important

Important

Important

Important
Very
important
All types
Very
important

Important
Very
important
All types
Not important

Important

Moderate
Highly
regulated
Interesting
High
Very
important
Important

Important

Neutral

All types
Not important

All types
Not important
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3. SOUTH TYROL RESULTS
This chapter presents the results for the South Tyrol test site. The structure of this part of the
document follows the one used in the Ticino chapter, apart from the pilot site background information of the territory, related to mobility issues, which is displayed in the first section. The
background information is based on the two deliverables of Work Package 2 (D2.1 State of the
art of electric and autonomous mobility policies and business models and D2.2 Site mobility
analysis) and sets the baseline for the scenario's construction. In the second section, we describe data and information used in South Tyrol to contextualize future mobility scenarios considering autonomous driving. In analogy to what has been done in Ticino’s chapter, sections
3, 4 and 5 are dedicated to contextualizing the enabling factors and the adoption factors (identified in the two previous described deliverables) and the scenarios against the South Tyrol
background. Lastly section 6 is dedicated to qualitatively describe the scenarios identified for
South Tyrol.
3.1. Pilot site background information
South Tyrol-Alto Adige is an Autonomous Province in northern Italy located in the Alpine
Space. This territory, jointly with the Autonomous Province of Trentino, constitutes the Trentino
Alto Adige Region. Its official trilingual denomination is Autonome Provinz Bozen – Südtirol in
German, Provincia autonoma di Bolzano – Alto Adige in Italian and Provinzia autonoma de
Bulsan – Südtirol in Ladin, reflecting the three main language groups to which its population
belongs. The province is the northernmost of Italy, the second largest, with an area of 7’400
square kilometres (2’857 square miles) and has a total population of 533’439 inhabitants Figure 29. Its capital and largest city is Bolzano (German: Bozen; Ladin: Balsan or Bulsan).

Figure 29 - South Tyrol-Alto Adige population (ASTAT, 2019)

This Province has been selected to be a pilot test site in the EVA-project due to its particularly
conducive features for the market uptake of EV and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles at EU level.
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Regarding EV, according to ( Isetti, Ferraretto, Gruber, Agnieszka, & DellaValle, 2020) the high
environmental quality and political autonomy that contributes to promote the adoption of renewable energy systems is characterize by:
-

high share of electricity produced in the region from hydropower (91.6%) that guarantees the availability of renewable electricity for EVs.

-

high commitment to reduce CO2 emissions in the transport sector stated in the Provincial Climate Plan that foresees:
o a reduction of 1.5 tons per year per capita by 2050.
o to reach a share of 60% of vehicle-km travelled by zero-emission vehicles in
2050.
o an incentive scheme to support EV purchases.
o the commitment to improve charging infrastructures, to offer test drives and tax
reductions to the citizens and companies purchasing EV.

Regarding hydrogen vehicles:
-

In Bolzano there is a hydrogen centre that allows the storage and production of this
energy vector. The production capacity of the electrolyser is 180 Nm3 hydrogen per
hour (H2Centre, 2022);

-

SASA (concessionary company for public road transport in the urban and suburban
areas of the cities of Bolzano, Merano, Laives and between Merano and Lana) purchased 12 hydrogen-powered buses, participating in the European JIVE project (JIVE,
2021).

The following information is provided for the purpose of framing and supporting the development of future mobility scenarios for South Tyrol which include and consider the diffusion of
autonomous vehicles. The information provided is the number of car registrations, the modal
split, the trip purposes, and the investments in public transport.
Registered cars
According to the Provincial Institute of Statistics of South Tyrol (ASTAT, 2019) the number of
motor vehicles registrations from 2013 to 2017 increased by about 28%, going from 396’021
to 574’623 registered units. In the same period, motorcycles registrations grew by 11% (from
49’327 to 54’534). Overall, vehicles registration grew by 41.7%. As further specified in the
section on the ownership effect (3.4.8), these data are not a representation of the vehicles
effectively circulating in South Tyrol. This is due to a rather low registration tax that favours the
purchase of vehicles by residents of neighbouring regions.
By considering the type of engine, it is possible to observe that there was a significant reduction
in the petrol vehicles (from 65% in 2006 to 30% in 2017) in favour of diesel vehicles (from 30%
in 2006 to 65% in 2017).
Today, 43.6% of the total registered vehicles in South Tyrol are Euro 6, 19.7% are Euro 5,
19.8% are Euro 4 and about the rest (Euro 0, Euro 1, Euro 2) with a percentage of about 17%.
The map in Figure 30 represents the spatial distribution of the vehicles registered at the Italian
Public Automobile Register (PRA). It is worth to highlight that the municipalities with a greater
density than 60 cars / 100 inhabitants are located in the south of the province (Bassa Atesina)
and between Salto Sciliar and Burgraviato. The municipalities with a density of less than 50
units per 100 inhabitants are in the central part of the province (Valle di Isarco) and to the east,
in Val Pusteria and in the Bolzano area.
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Figure 30 - Map of the Cars registered in the Public Automobile Register (PRA) every 100 inhabitants per municipality (ASTAT, 2019)

Modal split and travel purposes
From 2001 to 2016, the use of public transport in South Tyrol increased significantly. The number of people using city buses every day almost doubled (from about 20’000 to about 35’000).
“Semi-regular” users on trains increased as well considerably: from 29’000 to 72’000 (ASTAT,
2017).
In March 2016, ASTAT conducted 1355 interviews, regarding the means usually used to go to
work or school, on a sample of 600 families extracted from the registry offices (ASTAT, 2017).
The results obtained are shown in Figure 31. Despite the relevance of sustainable alternative
travel modes (walking and cycling), the use of private cars is the most frequent option used
among the inhabitants of South Tyrol. In Bolzano city, however, within the last few years, a
radical change in behaviour occurred, with the share of private car usage dropping to 27% in
2016 (ASTAT, 2017). In smaller municipalities instead the share remains high (42.8%).
In 2016, the train was used to go to school or work by 6.2% of the inhabitants of South Tyrol
(ASTAT, 2017).
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Figure 31– Means usually used to go to work or school, by size of the municipality (ASTAT, 2017)

The study of travel purposes, and the information deduced from the survey related to motivations for using an autonomous vehicle, provide a better understanding of autonomous vehicles
adoption. In fact, by knowing the habits (such as trip purposes) and preferences of residents
in a particular context (such as choice of transport), it is possible to assess their perception of
a particular technology. As a reference, Figure 32 shows travel purposes in South Tyrol from
2015 to 2018 on a sample of 100 people.
In each of the years considered, the predominant trip purposes are Leisure Holidays (around
60%) and visiting friends and family (around 20%). These are followed by shopping trip, with
a percentage around 8%. Business purposes represent only 2% of the trips.
From 2015 to 2018, the share of residents traveling for leisure and holiday purposes increased
from 60 % to 64% (Statistica, 2020).

Figure 32 – Trip purposes in South Tyrol from 2015 to 2018 (Statistica, 2020)

Investments
Large investments (see deliverable D2.2 for more details) in public transport in South Tyrol are
being made mainly in two projects which will contribute to tackle two relevant issues in the
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transport sector (commuting problems in the city of Bolzano and intense traffic along the Brennero highway) and will affect future mobility:
1. To alleviate the pressure that commuting to Bolzano generates, since 2015
the province started financing the project of the METROBUS with a budget
of 19,1 million Euro. Through a gradual implementation on the route, the
project is expected to reduce the journey time and traffic by 33%, improving
residents’ quality of life and decreasing noise pollution harmful emissions.
2. The construction of the tunnel at the base of the Brennero Pass will directly
affect the logistics and mobility in South Tyrol, providing the area with a strategic infrastructure at European level that will ease rail connections between
Italy and Austria. The Brenner Base Tunnel is the heart of the ScandinaviaMediterranean TEN Corridor from Helsinki (Finland) to La Valletta (Malta).
The European Union is promoting the expansion of this transnational multimodal corridor and considers this work to be of high priority.
3.2. Materials
To investigate the main relevant aspects related to the deployment of autonomous vehicles in
South Tyrol and to collect information and data for the construction of the local mobility development scenarios, we considered the following source of information:
-

The results of a specific survey on a sample of South Tyrol's
residents

-

The outcomes of a workshop and interviews with local experts on mobility

-

Data from available studies and documentations and of the
previous deliverables
In the following sections, details on the methodology and the results for each source are presented.
Surveys of residents in South Tyrol
This section reports the results of a telephone questionnaire conducted on a sample of the
South Tyrolean population.
During the month of March 2020, 500 individuals living in Bolzano were surveyed through a
CATI (Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing) research. We took advantage of a survey
on electric vehicles that was already planned by the Interreg MOBSTER project (Mobster
Project, 2021), targeting the general population of the EVA study areas (Canton Ticino in Switzerland and Province of Bolzano in Italy). The survey, originally carried out as part of the Mobster project, has been successively integrated by introducing five questions related to the vehicle automation processes. The questions related to the autonomous vehicles (translated
from the Italian language in which the survey was delivered) are the same as for the Ticino
section and are reproduced in Table 1.
The sample is not statistically representative of the Bolzano population, since the goal was to
have a sample that was balanced by gender and age group (Figure 33). A perfect balance was
however not obtained, since 235 women and 265 men were interviewed. The age sample
range from 18 to 97 with a mean of 52.3 (standard deviation = 17.4) years old.
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Figure 33 – South Tyrol sample age pyramid distribution (Mobster Project, 2021)

Figure 34 shows the provenance of the sample: the higher is the red column, the higher is the
number of respondents living in that location. Therefore, it is possible to observe that the phone
interviews covered all principal cities and villages in South Tyrol and as expected, the denser
areas are the most represented.

Counts

First 20 municipalities
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Figure 34 – Number of interviews by geographic location of the sample (Mobster Project, 2021)

Table 15 presents the economic, academic, and household characteristics of the South Tyrol
sample.
Table 15 – Economic, academic, and household characteristics of the sample

Monthly salary (net)
Less than 1’000 €

Number of interviewees
13

Percentage of interviewees (%)
3.0
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Between 1’001 and 2’000 €
Between 3’001 and 4’000 €
Between 4‘001 and 5’000 €
More than 6’000 €
Not answered
Education
elementary or secondary school
apprenticeship
high school diploma
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree
“pre-Bologna” degree
doctorate / postgraduate school
I prefer not to answer
Profession
public full-time employee
public part-time employee
private full-time employee
private part-time employee
housemaker
freelance
entrepreneur
retired
unemployed
student
Household composition
1 person
2 persons
3 persons
4 persons
5 or more persons
Households with children
Yes
No

87
128
31
13
153

17.0
26
6
2
31

64
21
278
23
87
22
2
3

12.8
4.2
55.6
4.6
17.4
4.4
0.4
0.6

62
18
143
20
25
28
28
157
8
12

12.2
3.6
28.6
4
5
5.6
5.6
31.4
1.6
2.4

78
208
83
113
18

15.6
41.6
16.6
22.6
3.6

327
173

65.4
34,6

Workshop and interviews with local experts
In the frame of the EVA project workshops with local experts were foreseen. In Ticino the
workshop was held the 23rd of October 2020. Due to severe anti-Covid restrictions in South
Tyrol, the workshop had to be postponed several times, waiting for the possibility to hold a
physical meeting. Finally, the workshop had to be held online using the Microsoft Teams platform. The three-hour workshop was held on the 22nd of March 2021 with four local stakeholders
who discussed about future mobility scenarios for autonomous vehicles in South Tyrol.
The structure of the workshop has been inspired by questions and communication tools
adopted in the Ticino’s workshop. To ensure comparability of the results, we reproduced a
similar discussion pattern. However, the virtual setting limited the interaction among participants and organizers during the activities. For this reason, in the preparatory phase extra efforts had been put in place to exploit the features and tools made available in Microsoft Teams,
so to provide the highest level possible of interaction and the direct involvement of the participants. Poster sessions, which were used in Ticino were replicated with open questions, surveys, and answers in the chat.
Through various activities we gathered the stakeholders’ views on the different topics, namely:
open discussions with Q&A, virtual polls and surveys and chat for reasoned replies. Answers
have been successively transcribed and collected in a report. Table 16 presents the participants and their role. Few of the people we invited to the workshop were not able to participate.
Since we valued their expertise on public transportation, we reached them through individual
interviews. We replicated the questions and the structure of the workshop through individual
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Teams calls. Table 17 lists the two interviewed experts. Nonetheless, some other experts invited declined the opportunity.
Table 16 – South Tyrol Workshop participants

Name
Emiliano Borgognoni
Stefano Fattor
Mauro Ortombina
Daniele Santucci

Company
Barchetti Group – car rental company
Council member for mobility, City of Bolzano
Taxi service cooperative
Local mobility planning, Province of Bolzano

Table 17 – South Tyrol: interviewed stakeholders

Name
Joachim Dejaco
Petra Piffer

Company
Strutture
Trasporto
Alto Adige SpA
Società Autobus Servizi d’Area SpA

Interview date
20th April 2021
20th April 2021

For this report purposes, the overall six persons contacted will be referred to as “workshop
participants”.
A specific report on the workshop and the interviews can be find in Annex 2.
Literature review and analysis of local documentation and studies
The review inspected the official documentation available at regional and national level regarding autonomous vehicles, their regulation and legal framework. The results of the previous
deliverables were considered and we also examined scientific papers or research with a focus
on South Tyrol or Italy.
3.3. Enabling factors in South Tyrol
In this chapter the three enabling factors, namely technology, social perception and legislation
are explored. Each factor is studied as it relates to the local context of South Tyrol. Similarly,
to what has already been highlighted for Ticino, South Tyrol has only a limited capacity to
influence them, therefore when information was not available at provincial level, it was retrieved
at national level. In the following sections, insights derived either from the questionnaires, from
the workshop or from the literature are used to provide information on the identified enabling
factors. The sequence of the sections reproduces that of the identified enabling factors and is
not grouped by source of information.
3.3.1. Technology
This section deals with autonomous technology developments and its testing, reporting relevant national information, a part for a specific case at local level. Development and testing of
autonomous vehicles might contribute to the adoption of this technology in the territory under
consideration. On one side technology developments at the local level increases the
knowledge and familiarity of the technology. On the other side the availability of local data on
the behaviour of the autonomous vehicle has an impact on its adoption, as it allows to understand the interaction between the specific context (e.g., mountain environment) and the vehicle.
Regarding technological developments for electric vehicles in South Tyrol, Alpitronic, a local
company involved in the power electronics sector, recently developed an innovative bidirectional fast charging station for EV, the HyperCharger (HyperCharger, 2021), allowing a better
control of the vehicle. Alpitronic is closely following the developments of the electromobility
sector, their solutions could foster the deployment of new mobility technologies such as AVs.
In terms of testing of autonomous vehicles in South Tyrol, in 2019 a pure electric and autonomous shuttle bus circulated in the historic centre of Merano. The vehicle used for the experimentation was produced by the company Navya (ANSA, 2019). This trial is the first of its kind
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in Italy and was funded by the Mentor project (Mentor, 2020), funded by the European cooperation program Interreg V/A Italy-Switzerland.
At the national level, the Ministry for Infrastructure and the Ministry for Innovation established,
through a Memorandum of Understanding (Mid, 2020), a technological hub for the development and the production of innovative vehicles (Polo della Mobilità Innovativa). The main objective of the hub will be to increase the competencies useful to foster a new supply chain for
autonomous and connected vehicles. Currently, the institution has yet to produce any meaningful result or document regarding the Italian situation, and in general there is still a lack of
coordination in the AV sector.
In Italy, the first AV tests have begun quite recently: on May 7, 2019, the General Directorate
of Motor Vehicles of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport issued the authorization for
public road testing of the first self-driving vehicle in Italy (Smart Road, 2019). This is the first
concession from the Ministry that comes after the positive opinion expressed on March 22,
2019, by the Technical Support Observatory for Smart Roads. This formal act officially
launches the experimentation of automated vehicles on public roads in Italy.
The tests consisted of carrying out trials of the automatic driving system to test the vehicle's
ability to move in city traffic. The experimentation concerned the urban area and the last mile
of specific road sections in the cities of Turin and Parma (Parma, 2019) in compliance with all
the prescriptions dictated by the manager of these roads and in the presence of a supervisor
able to switch between automatic and manual operation of the vehicle, to ensure maximum
safety in all circumstances.
In Padua, the start-up Next Future Transportation (Next, 2021) is testing modular, electric and
autonomous minibuses. Each module vehicle can join or detach with other modules and take
different routes depending on the destinations requested by passengers.
3.3.2. Social perception
Regarding social perception, the information provided in this section is derived from the mentioned questionnaire (3.2), otherwise there is still a lack of comprehensive studies on this topic
in South Tyrol, which does not allow to thoroughly understand the social acceptance of this
technology.
As in Ticino, social acceptance of autonomous vehicle penetration in South Tyrol was assessed through two questions.
The first question compares fully self-driving vehicles with conventional ones:
•
If you had to choose, would you prefer to travel in a car with a driver or in a car with
fully autonomous driving?
If given a choice, 66.8 % of the South Tyrol’s’ sample would prefer to travel in a car that is
driven by a human; only 9.2% of them would prefer to ride a fully autonomous vehicle. Figure
35Figure 34 – Number of interviews by geographic location of the sample shows the answers
clustered by age group. Most people in all age groups still prefer to travel in a car with a human
driver. Nonetheless, the younger generation (18-34 years-old) show a slightly more openness
towards self-driving vehicles.
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Figure 35 –Preference driver-driven or self-driven South Tyrol’s residents (Mobster Project, 2021)

The second question addresses the interest towards autonomous vehicles regardless of the
level of autonomy.
 Would you ever use an autonomous vehicle?
More than half of the sample (266 people) stated that they would never use an AV. When
comparing the age groups, as for the previous question the oldest generation (more than 65
years-old) are the most sceptical about the use of AVs, with 54% of them stating that they
would never use an AV (Figure 36 – Percentage of South Tyrol residents that would never use
an A.V.).

Figure 36 – Percentage of South Tyrol residents that would never use an A.V. (Mobster Project, 2021)

These two questions are not sufficient to fully understand the social acceptance of the AVs in
South Tyrol and cannot compensate for the lack of studies about this phenomenon, nevertheless, to a certain extent, they let at least infer that there is some scepticism of South Tyrol
people towards the AVs, mainly in the oldest generation.
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3.3.3. Legislation
The legislation was investigated through literature review. It is interesting to notice that the
introduction of artificial intelligence in autonomous vehicles is leading to the revision of several
legislative aspects. In Italy, new legislative bodies have been introduced and they are trying to
clarify the responsibilities of the different actors (algorithm, driver, producer). (Solenne, 2019)
Legislative entities
Road legislation is centralized at national level where the Ministry of Transport is responsible
for issuing the license plates, inspecting the vehicles, and releasing drivers’ licenses. This ministry has set up the Technical Support Observatory for the Smart Road (Desando, 2021), the
connected vehicle and automatic driving. It coordinates the various local and future initiatives
in the smart road field and deals with the promotion and support of studies, research, and
insights, with particular attention to the theme "safety”.
Today it is not permitted to drive AVs (SEA Levels 3-5) on public roads in Italy. In Italy, the
rules of the road define vehicles all the machines driven by human, excluding a priori the possibility of a car able to move independently. This derives also from the adhesion to the convention of Wien which states that car has to be driven by human. Nevertheless, Italy has recently modified the criteria of adoption of the convention.. Indeed, on 28 February 2018, the
Ministry of Transport issued the M.D. n. 70 better known as "Smart Road Decree" introducing
new rules for testing autonomous vehicles on public roads. (Desando, 2021) The text identified
driverless vehicles as "technologies capable of adopting and implementing driving behaviour
without active driver intervention, in certain road areas and external conditions.” The liability in
the event of road accidents remains a key issue. For this reason, the decree provides that the
means can circulate if there is always a supervisor, prepared and able to switch at any time
from the automatic mode to the manual one. The insurance aspects, as well as the technical
ones must be documented in the authorization application to the Ministry (Desando, 2021).
Liability in case of damage
AVs can carry out activities that are typically human, such as interacting with the surrounding
environment and altering it significantly. It is therefore essential to ask the question of who is
responsible for any damage caused by these cars. We can identify three subjects: the manufacturer, the driver, and the learning algorithm.


The manufacturer: Art. 114 of Codice del Consumo, d.lgs. 206/2005
states: "The manufacturer is liable for damage caused by defects in his
product". However, unlike normal machines whose functioning is well
predictable in advance, self-driving cars are characterized by self-learning systems that prevent the engineer from being able to predict with
extreme precision how the product in question will work in the different
contexts in which it will be inserted. This would require ad hoc standards
that would specify the minimum safety and design standards that a thinking robot must meet to rule out any manufacturing defects (Solenne,
2019).



The driver: Art. 2051 of the Italian Civil Code (Damage caused by things
in custody states: "Everyone is responsible for the damage caused by
the things he has in custody, unless he proves the fortuitous case") and
impute the responsibility for damages to the person who has custody on
the good. This rule is applied in cases where the damage is caused by
the thing independently from the man and the latter is liable for the sole
fact of being the custodian and, therefore, to have the power of control
and supervision over the good, unless he proves the fortuitous case.
Similar discipline regulates the civil responsibility of the owner of the animal that, either under its custody, or in case it was lost or escaped,
causes a damage (art. 2052 of the civil code - Damage caused by animals: "The owner of an animal or whoever uses it for the time in which
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he has it in use, is responsible for the damages caused by the animal,
whether it was under its custody, or was lost or escaped, unless he
proves the fortuitous case") (Solenne, 2019).


The learning algorithm: considering the learning of robots equipped with
artificial intelligence, we could go so far as to equate the robot to the
minor who, having a reduced capacity of discernment, must be educated
by the parent. Through this analogy we could, therefore, apply art. 2048
of the Civil Code which provides, in fact, the responsibility of parents,
tutors and teachers for the damage caused by a wrongful act of the child
("The father and the mother, or the guardian, are responsible for the
damage caused by the wrongful act of the minor children not emancipated or persons subject to guardianship, who live with them. The same
provision shall apply to the franchisor. Preceptors and those who teach
a trade or art are liable for the damage caused by the wrongful act of
their pupils and apprentices during the time they are under their supervision. The persons indicated in the preceding paragraphs are freed
from responsibility only if they prove that they could not have prevented
the fact"). (Solenne, 2019)

3.3.4. South Tyrol deployment predictions
The prediction of the experts was gathered during the workshop described in 3.2. All the local
expert who actively participated in it, or were interviewed later, expressed their difficulty in
making prediction about the actual deployment of autonomous vehicles. They firmly believe
that the transition of the mobility sector towards completely electrified and autonomous solutions will inevitably come, but the timing will depend on many external factors, which will unlikely be governable at a local level. These factors include the global technological and industrial development, the market offer and the legal and regulation framework. However, the local
morphology, characterized by high mountains and steep and winding roads, will also have an
impact on the adoption of the autonomous technology.
That said, we explicitly asked to the local experts when the various levels of autonomous vehicles will be commercially available and when they will represent most of the circulating vehicles in South Tyrol. Their answers are summarized in Figure 37.

Figure 37. Local experts’ predictions for the arrival and spread of AVs in South Tyrol, per level of autonomy.
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According to the opinions expressed by the participants, in South Tyrol the deployment trend
of the distinct levels of autonomy may be as follow:
-

Level 3: available on the market between 2022 and 2027; majority of
vehicles between 2027 and 2042.

-

Level 4: available on the market between 2022 and 2037; majority of
vehicles between 2037 and 2042.

-

Level 5: available on the market between 2027 and 2042; majority of
vehicles between 2037 and 2047.

After a brief discussion, the participants agreed that autonomous vehicles adoption in South
Tyrol will most likely follow the national trend, with some peculiarity deriving from the specific
geography and the local infrastructure development. For example, South Tyrol is at a good
stage of development of the charging infrastructures for electric vehicles if compared to the
other Italian regions.
A similar question was asked in the survey addressed to the general population of South Tyrol.
We asked to the targeted population when level 5 AVs will have the biggest market share
compared to the other vehicle types: 42.6 % answered that it will take more than 20 years
(Figure 38), consistently to the vision expressed during the workshop (Figure 37), while 33.4
% answered that it will never happen.
The prevailing opinion among South Tyrol residents is that AVs are still a distant future.

Figure 38 – South Tyrol residents’ prediction of market dominance of level 5 AVs (Mobster Project, 2021)

3.4. Adoption factors in South Tyrol
In this section the eight adoption factors are described and contextualized for South Tyrol. As
for the Ticino area, when no information was available for South Tyrol, the analysis was shifted
at national level and information for whole Italy was considered, when available and relevant.
3.4.1. Municipal regulation
To our best knowledge to date, there is no municipal authority in South Tyrol that has an approved regulation or has a regulation under discussion regarding the deployment of AVs. The
reported case about the testing of an autonomous vehicle in Merano (section 3.3.1), has been
dealt with by introducing some ad hoc safety measures based on current legislation. The test
has been performed in a protected environment: the bus travelled in the historic centre of the
city along an urban loop closed to traffic and at a maximum speed of 25 km/h.
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Regulations and decisions related to other mobility services (such as taxis, ridehailing service
or car sharing) cannot help in deriving insights on how local authorities will deal with the diffusion of autonomous vehicles.
Overall, mobility services provided by autonomous vehicles are strictly regulated in South Tyrol, even if recent national legislative developments (Desando, 2021) have opened to public
road testing for some AV technologies. Based on the literature reviewed and the experts involved, we think that the local context is still not completely prepared for the deployment of
new business models in the mobility sector. As described for the Ticino region, we can assume
that autonomous mobility services (shared and pooled) in South Tyrol will be initially implemented by large companies and by the public sector.
3.4.2. Market interest
In the period 2010-2019, South Tyrol's gross domestic product (GDP) grew at an average
annual real rate of 1.6%. (ASTAT, Conto economico della provincia di Bolzano, 2021) In 2019,
the GDP per capita in South Tyrol was 48,100 Euros. (Statista, 2021) This makes it the richest
province in Italy by far: Lombardia, the second highest, reached a value of 39,700 Euros per
capita, with the Italian average set at 29,700 Euros. This condition can be considered reasonably stable over time, therefore we can assume that South Tyrol residents will be more open
and keener to consider the purchase of an autonomous vehicles, when compared to the rest
of Italy, as it happened for other innovative and costly technologies such as EVs. South Tyrol
will surely be an interesting market for AVs.
The Car Sharing market in Italy started about 20 years ago and has significantly changed over
time, developing from its initial phase characterized by extemporaneous local initiatives to a
consolidated mobility system offered in most of the largest Italian cities and in several medium
ones (Rotaris, 2021). In South Tyrol now, there is only one operator in the carsharing sector
with 22 available vehicles: Car Sharing Alto Adige (Boscolo, et al., 2015). The carsharing service is only available in municipalities where the local administration cooperated and supported
the initiative, therefore interested municipalities must declare their willingness to offer carsharing service with free parking spaces (Boscolo, et al., 2015). This information can be relevant
to assess the future availability of car sharing services: the current low presence of shared or
pooled vehicles highlights the modest demand for this kind of services, but a future regulation
of the sector may open new market opportunities. Comparing South Tyrol with other Italian
regions could be useful, however data collection and aggregation from different sharing service
companies is particularly difficult due to the reluctance of private companies to share their
operating results.
3.4.3. Local trust
There are not specific analyses on this topic for South Tyrol, nevertheless some information
can be derived from the survey carried out in the frame of the Mobster project (see section
3.2). Most of the residents interviewed, would prefer to travel in a car driven by a human driver,
if given the choice, rather than in an autonomous vehicle (see Figure 36). This may indicate
that there is still some diffidence of the local population towards automated driving technology.
Also at the national level, surveys, such as in König & Neumayr, 2017 and Casidy et al., 2021,
have caught a certain distrust towards autonomous vehicles, that seems to be based on personal safety implications.
This resistance can be viewed as a poor confidence in the autonomous vehicle, but still too
few surveys have measured this low confidence in terms of usage and in terms of willingness
to pay for the service provided by the self-driving vehicle.
About the trust towards autonomous vehicles, it is worth reporting the results of an Italian study
carried out in the urban and suburban context of Naples (Armando, 2020). This study addresses many of the questions related to the adoption factors and is used as main reference
also in the following sections.
Regarding trust the study has shown that:
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specific estimates have shown that men aged 18-40 (>40 years) have a
53% (36%) lower resistance to use driverless transport services than
women.



Drivers who commonly use on-board automation functions were estimated to have a positive willingness to pay for driverless vehicles (+1.21
Euro/travel).



The results strongly suggest that the main barrier preventing the mass
adoption of autonomous vehicles may also be psychological as well as
technological.

The sample has the following social and behavioural characteristics:
Table 18 – Socio-economic and travel behavioural characteristics (Armando, 2020)

3.4.4. Ride cost
Public transport availability and cost can widely vary across Italy, largely depending on the
local or regional entities that are in charge for the service. To this end, the analyses carried out
within the ECONOMICO (2020) funded by the Italian Ministry of Economic Development provides interesting figures: in Italy the average cost of the annual pass for local transport is €
297, way cheaper than for other EU countries, as shown in Figure 39. In South Tyrol the ticket
costs € 640 per year, but it is hardly comparable as it includes the whole province area. However, these data would need to be related to the quality of the service, which is difficult to
evaluate at a national or regional level. As an example, in Italy the average age of the bus fleet
is 12.3 years (ECONOMICO, 2020), while the European average is 7.
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Figure 39 – Comparison of public transport costs in EU, setting the EU average at 100 (Source: Eurostat 2016
elaborated by truenumbers.it).

In Italy, taxi fares and licence assignments are regulated at the municipal level, therefore costs
and also vehicle availabilities can widely vary across different cities. For this reason, it is difficult to evaluate taxi fares at the national level. As an example, taxis in Milan are among the
most expensive in Europe (UBS, 2017), while for other Italian cities the cost is much lower. In
Milan the base fare is € 3.40, and each kilometre is charged € 1.12, but these numbers vary
considerably depending on a multitude of variables which make the actual cost for the client
much higher. In Bolzano the fares are set at € 3.50 and € 1.35 per kilometre.
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Since no specific study has been carried out in literature for the Italian case, it is difficult to
relate these data with the uptake of autonomous vehicle. A way to interpret ride costs as an
adoption factor has been analysed by (Carteni, 2020), according to whom the monetary value
of "pure preference" in the use of an autonomous driving vehicle for public transport services
has been estimated with a mean of €-2.31/trip (disutility) and a standard deviation of €0.24/trip.
This means 30% of the average trip cost observed for the case study analysed. In other words,
the interviewed users are willing to spend up to €2.31/trip more for the bus/taxi fare instead of
using a driverless mobility service for the same trip. In the questionnaire, five scenarios were
formulated in which costs varied and an autonomous vehicle of level 5 was considered.
Figure 40 shows percentage of bus users interested in changing towards bus autonomous
vehicle (AV) automation Level 5 with respect to different cost scenarios (values reported per
trip).
Considering the scenario in which the cost is equal to -2.5 euros (the negative sign indicates
that there is a saving in switching to an autonomous vehicle), the percentage of people who
have chosen the autonomous is equal to 57% and the situation drops considerably (about 20%) if there is no difference in cost. If taking the autonomous bus would represent a cost (1.5
Euro and 2.5 Euro), the percentage of favourable people would drop significantly (16% and
8% still prefer the autonomous vehicle) (Carteni, 2020).

Figure 40 – Bus users interested in changing towards autonomous vehicle according to the ride cost (Armando,
2020)

The same analysis was also carried out for taxis but with different scenarios:
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Figure 41 – Taxi users interested in changing towards autonomous vehicles according to the ride cost (Armando,
2020)

It can be observed that in the case of the choice of autonomous cabs, the percentage of favourable is greater in the case where there is a reduction in the cost of 6 euros. The weight in
the choice towards an autonomous vehicle, due to greater savings is certainly felt but if you
compare it to a savings of 3 euros, there is a similarity to the -2.5 Euro scenario of autonomous
buses. On the other hand, in going from a cost of 3 euros to a cost of 6 euros, there is a
reduction from 10% to 5%. This means that there is a sensitive cost band, in which there is a
net change in response.
These data suggest that AV services will need to keep costs competitive to the more traditional
means of transport. Different services will compete for the same mobility demand, making ride
costs for AVs indexed to some extent to the cost for traditional transport.
3.4.5. Ride Time
We do not currently know of any studies that allow us to infer whether and how travel time will
influence the adoption of autonomous vehicles in South Tyrol. In Italy, for autonomous buses
only, a choice analysis was performed based on travel time according to the (Carteni, 2020)
study. Although this was not carried out for private vehicles, the authors considered that public
transport will be the first sector to become autonomous, allowing residents to experiment this
new technology. This is both because public transport services/infrastructure are better suited
to overcome technological/regulatory barriers (e.g., greater willingness to pay for vehicle purchases in the start-up period; possibility of dedicated infrastructure/floors protected from pedestrians and/or other vehicles), and because new business models will be proposed to generate profit from these new mobility services (e.g., ( Firnkorn & Müller, 2011); (Stocker &
Shaheen, 2018)). As in the case of ride cost, interviewees were asked to choose between an
autonomous and a conventional bus as the ride time varied (Carteni, 2020). As shown in Figure
42, several possibilities were proposed considering the difference in ride time between traditional and autonomous buses: -20 minutes, -10 minutes, same time, +10 minutes and +20
minutes. When it comes to the -10minute waiting time, there is still a 61% favourability rate.
This changes dramatically when you get into the 10-to-0-minute range, going from 61% to
39%. Therefore, we can consider that a key point is the saving of 10 minutes in case you
choose an autonomous vehicle. We will consider this value when defining scenarios, also for
the private cars.
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Figure 42 Bus users interested in changing towards autonomous vehicles according to the ride time (Armando,
2020)

3.4.6. Availability
At present we are not aware of any studies addressing the future availability of autonomous
vehicles neither in South Tyrol nor in Italy. Section 2.4.6 of this document reports the results
of a Swiss study that might also be used as reference for South Tyrol. For this reason, within
the scenario descriptions we will make references to the four categories identified in the workshop in Ticino (Figure 20): personally owned autonomous, shared autonomous, Pooled Taxi,
TaxiBus. In addition, we do notknow of any studies dealing with preferences towards different
means Figure 20, as for the Ticino section (Figure 21, Figure 22).
3.4.7. Ride comfort and pleasure
We are not currently aware of any data or studies that analyse ride comfort and pleasure preferences of residents in South Tyrol and their impact on the adoption of AVs.
Considering comfort and pleasure as feelings of ease and relaxation when travelling by autonomous vehicles, the article of (FORTUNATI & LUGANO, 2017) is relevant as it explores users'
perceptions, views, and emotions towards automation and robotization. In particular, it focuses
on the rise of autonomous and robotic cars (and vehicles in general) and the increasing level
of robotization in today's cars. To investigate the public perception, the socio-emotional temperature, and the imaginary in Europe about autonomous vehicles and robotization, the authors analysed two Eurobarometer6 surveys: the "Special Eurobarometer 427 Autonomous
Systems" (Eurobaromenter 427, 2015) and the "Special Eurobarometer 460: Attitudes Toward
the impact of digitization and automation on daily life" (Eurobarometer 460, 2017) . These two
surveys made use of a representative sample of the European population to investigate citizens’ attitudes and opinions about automation and digitization ( ( Abraham, et al., 2016);
(Dall’Oglio, et al., 2016); (Kelley, 2016)). The first involved 27,801 respondents—12,517 males
(45%) and 15,284 females (55%)—interviewed face-to-face and in their mother tongue. The
second involved 27,901 respondents: 13,456 males (48.2%) and 14,445 females (51.8%).
6

The Eurobarometer is a series of public opinion polls conducted regularly on behalf of the European
Commission since 1973. These polls address a wide range of topical issues relating to the European
Union within all its member states.
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Overall, all EU-282 countries participated in these two surveys. The results are shown in the
following table:
Table 19 Comparison Between Europeans’ Feelings Toward Driverless Cars in 2014 and 2017

2014 Base=27.801%
Feeling totally or comfortable traveling in a driverless 35
vehicle (scores 5–10)
Gender
Men
27
Women
16
Age
15–24
27
25–39
25
40–54
22
55+
16
Education
15 years
11
16-19 years
20
20+ years
28
Still Studying
28
Socio-Professional categories
Self-Employed
27
Managers
31
Other white-collar workers
25
Manual workers
20
Stay at home moms and dads
15
Unemployed
20
Retired
15
Students
28
Source: Eurobarometer surveys 427 (Eurobaromenter 427, 2015) and 460
2017)

2017
Base=27.901%
39

28
17
29
28
25
15
11
20
29
32
31
31
27
21
16
21
14
32
(Eurobarometer 460,

The authors focused on the first survey: autonomous vehicles were investigated with respect
to the transport of both passengers and goods: 35% of Europeans said they would feel totally
comfortable traveling in a driverless car. By disaggregating the data by country, the situation
that emerges is quite varied: the percentage of respondents who would feel comfortable traveling in a driverless car ranged from 35% in Poland (highest percentage) to 12% in Cyprus and
Greece (lowest percentage). Two regressions were run to understand the main predictors of
feeling comfortable traveling or transporting goods in a driverless car. By interpreting the results of the first regression analysis, they draw the following conclusions:


Regarding age: Europeans feel less comfortable traveling in a driverless
car as age increases.



Regarding education: those with a low or medium level of education feel
less comfortable than those who are still studying and those with an elevated level of education.



Regarding social context: those who live in a large community feel safer
than those who live in a medium or small community.



Respondents who already use a robot at home, at work, and/or elsewhere feel more comfortable than those who do not.

From the results of the second regression analysis:


All the social groups expressed the same feelings about transportation
of goods as they did about passenger transportation in a driverless car
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There is a net distinction in the comfort declared by respondents between transporting goods (42%) in autonomous vehicles and transporting people (35%).

The 2017 Eurobarometer study (Eurobarometer 460, 2017) shows that Europeans’ confidence
in driverless cars has increased 4 percentage points, from 35% to 39%.
A specific question about the feeling of confidence in the driverless car was introduced in the
questionnaire administered to adolescents. The question was, “Would you trust getting in a car
that drives itself?” (With a scale from 1 to 5). The average of scores is barely positive: 2.54.
The sampled test tells us that males are slightly more confident than females. The age (recoded in three groups: 13–15, 16–17, and 18–25 years old) is unrelated to the answers to this
question.
We can consider this data has a relevant indication of preferences of the general population in
South Tyrol.
3.4.8. Ownership effect
The number of vehicles registered in Italy (data from the PRA Public Car Register), combined
with population data from 3.1, shows the motorization level at the national level and in South
Tyrol displayed in Figure 43. The Italian trend has been almost constant over time (around 600
vehicles per 1000 inhabitants), while that of South Tyrol has been growing steadily, going from
around 700 vehicles per 1000 inhabitants in 2013 to around 950 in 2017. One of the reasons
for this trend is the low registration tax in South Tyrol that encourage people and companies
from other regions to register here their vehicles. Therefore, it is not possible to know the real
number of vehicles circulating on the roads in South Tyrol, as several vehicles are purchased
in the territory and used in neighbouring regions. Looking at the national value, we can state
that the passenger vehicle market appears to be saturated.

Figure 43 - Comparison between Italy and South Tyrol in terms of new car registrations per 1000 inhabitants

One of the goals of the study conducted by Eurac in the field of Car Sharing was trying to
understand the role of the private vehicle within the society in South Tyrol. Respondents were
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asked if they could live without a private car: most of the respondents (29.3%) stated that they
could live without their private car, while only 15.9 % answered that they would never give it
up (Figure 44). Similar concerns were raised during the local workshop, where mobility experts
highlighted how in a mountain area like South Tyrol, vehicle ownership can be perceived as a
mean for personal freedom and independence. However, this feeling is rapidly changing in
younger generations.

Figure 44-Answer to the question: Could you stay without a private car? (Boscolo, et al., 2015)
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3.5. Adoption Scenarios
In this section we address the four variables, (propulsion, autonomous level, shareability,
public transport integration) that could affect the energy demand of future autonomous vehicles
and contributes to the definition of the adopted scenarios. The information is derived from the
results of the local workshop and interviews.
3.5.1. Type of propulsion
The local experts who participated in the workshop shared the opinion that the internal combustion vehicles will only have a marginal presence in the future car fleet. This view is confirmed by the latest statements of various car manufacturers, who declared their intention to
stop the production of fossil fuelled engines by 2026 ( Gislam, 2019), 2030 (Volvo Cars, 2021)
(Szczesny, 2021) or 2035 (A. Eisenstein, 2021).
The electric propulsion will continue increasing its share until, in the medium term, it will represent the standard for any new vehicle, autonomous or not, at least for the private and light
duty sectors.
According to the experts involved, hydrogen-powered vehicles will have a minor but important
application in those sectors where electric vehicles are not able yet to meet specific energy
needs. They reported how in heavy duty transport, shipping, and aviation the energy consumption and the autonomy range requested are still not compatible with the electric transition.
Finally, in their view, plug-in hybrid vehicles currently represent a transitional solution between
the traditional and the electric drive. Hence, they may increase their share in car fleet in the
next future but on the longer run they will be overcome by BEV.
Figure 45 shows how participants see the composition of the future level 5 autonomous vehicles fleet according to the propulsion type.

Type of propulsion of Level 5 AVs
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Figure 45 - Type of propulsion of level 5 AVs according to the participants of the South Tyrol workshop

Some interesting remarks concluded this part of the workshop. Most of the local experts think
that the public transport sector will lead the transition, fostering changes in the remaining sectors. They concluded highlighting that the key enabling factor for the transition is to find a sustainable business model, able to offer an economically competitive solution to final users.
In conclusion, we can summarize the outcome of the workshop held in South Tyrol by stating
that most likely the majority of the future passenger vehicles locally employed will be of the
BEV type.
Level of autonomy
During the workshop with the local experts, we also explained and discussed the different level
of autonomy as defined by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), from level 0 (no automation at all) to level 5 (full driving automation). We then asked the participants whether level
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5 vehicles will be available in South Tyrol and why (Figure 46). Everyone answered positively
and during the discussion the following considerations emerged:
-

The transition towards a more sustainable and autonomous mobility is
discussed and decided at national and international level: local territories
are less involved than affected.

-

It is exceedingly difficult to make any prediction about when the AVs will
be employed: the variables involved are too many.

-

The transition will begin in locations more suitable and compatible to
AVs, before spreading to the whole road network.
The unanimous opinion of the local experts is that South Tyrol will experience a fully automated
(level 5) transport sector, but for the moment it is difficult to say when.

Yes, development in mobility has no limits. New disruptive technologies are developed every few years. It
is hard to plan on the long
term.

Yes, the future will see autonomous driving car as
standard vehicles, but it is
difficult to say when. Taxis
in Bolzano are ready for
the transition, we have already employed 4 Tesla.

Yes, the public sector is already involved in various pilot project. Local territories
will follow the rest of the
world. In South Tyrol we employed a small self-driving
shuttle, which received positive feedbacks: everything
worked perfectly.

Yes, but a full application
is still far away. Road
transport is lagging, but for
other modes of transport
the transition is already
underway.

Yes, local territories will
not have much to say. Developments are decided at
a global scale and regions
can only suffer or benefit
from the trend.

Figure 46 – Local workshop with experts: motivated answers to whether Level 5 AVs will be available in South Tyrol.

3.5.2. Shareability of the vehicles
The local availability of completely autonomous vehicles (level 5) will allow for new transport
options to be offered to end users. During the workshop we discussed with the participants the
possibility for a greater shareability of the vehicles: how it will affect the user’s choices in South
Tyrol.
Local experts agreed that the autonomous technology will lead to a completely new transportation offer, based on business models that for the moment are difficult to define. Therefore,
much will depend on the response and the choices of the end users, which will be based on
the ease-of-use and the cost-effectiveness of the different solutions.
Nevertheless, the transition will be slow, as it must reflect regulatory and legislative developments and it may be hindered by social acceptance. For example, a local expert highlights that
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the private owned vehicle is still perceived as a way to be “independent”, especially in mountain
regions where private cars may be the only mobility option available. However, in the younger
generations this perception is rapidly becoming less common as the transport options available
will make increasingly less attractive to own a car.
We must consider that modern technologies will unlikely change the need for mobility, they will
rather affect how it will be met. Public transportation will likely continue to have an essential
role, especially for mass transit.
In conclusion, some of the participants wanted to emphasize that the overall goal of any technological transition must always be to have more sustainable and liveable cities.
Looking at Figure 47, that clusters the responses by age groups, it is possible to find the generational differences. The major difference found is between youngest and oldest generations:
37.51 % youngest generation (18-34 years-old) would prefer to use AVs as a taxi service and
39.29 % of them would own an AV, while among the oldest generation (more than 65 yearsold) 17.83 % still would own an AV and 46.51 % would use it as a taxi service.

Figure 47 - South Tyrol local residents shareability preferences

Analysis of survey responses to local residents clarified this question. There is a different tendency to use an AV depending on the proposed trip. 34% of them would use an AV to perform
daily activities and 23 percent would use it to commute. For non-routine trips, such as getting
to places of recreation, relaxing, reaching holiday destination, and visiting places while on vacation, the rest of the interviewed persons (42 %) responded that they might use an AV in the
future (Figure 48).
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Figure 48 – AV use in South Tyrol and travel purpose

In 2015, Eurac Research conducted a study (Boscolo, et al., 2015) on carsharing in cooperation with several municipalities in South Tyrol. According to interviews7 with Carsharing South
Tyrol, in the province, many households own a second car, but in most cases, they use it
rarely. The study was carried out in the context of the project "The Green Mobility of the Future"
with the objective of creating efficient connected 'intermediate' mobility schemes (carsharing,
carpooling, bike sharing). The following conclusions were obtained in the considered sample
(n=164):


In South Tyrol, two thirds of Carsharing users are men (66%) and one
third are women (34%)



Carsharing users are mainly private (66%), although there are also several business users (38%).



One third of customers are concentrated in the age group 41-50 years,
according to Figure 49:



Survey participants consider carsharing an innovative service, (Figure
50)



Almost half of Carsharing customers do not travel alone, but with other
passengers on board (47%).

Figure 49- Frequency of carsharing use by age group (Boscolo, et al., 2015)
7

The information is taken from the following sources: interview with Leo Resch, former director of Carsharing South Tyrol, of 16 January 2014, informal discussions and interviews with various employees, homepage www.carsharing.bz.it, business plan of Carsharing South Tyrol (Boscolo, et al.,
2015)
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Figure 50-Answers to the question: I consider carsharing to be an innovative service (Boscolo, et al., 2015)

Respondents answered that they use carsharing mainly to avoid buying a car (second car),
but also to save money and for environmental reasons.

Figure 51-Car sharing motivations (Boscolo, et al., 2015)

As we already pointed out, the large-scale employment of autonomous vehicles will inevitably
have a disruptive impact on the whole transport sector. During the local workshop we discussed how the increasingly widespread AVs and the related business models will be integrated into the existing transportation offer, and gradually replace it. With the help of local
experts, we tried to answer to some specific questions: How will AVs affect the transport sector
in South Tyrol? How will they impact public transportation? How will local administrations guarantee the mobility service to their citizens?
Once again, participants expressed their difficulty in making any specific prediction about the
impacts of a technology that will surely disrupt the market as we know it today. The ways in
which AVs will be employed by end users and companies are still quite unclear. The possibilities are endless and to figure out how they will be assimilated into the mobility offer and influence each other is a virtually impossible exercise.
Most likely, all means of transportation will be autonomous, including the public service, and
increasingly shared and less individual. Local experts suggest that the optimal mix of options
will be essentially defined by regulatory and legislative issues and by the cost-sensitive choices
of the users. They also believe that public transportation will still play an essential role in guaranteeing an economical and sustainable option for mass transit, by trains, trams, metros, and
buses. Guaranteeing this “right of mobility” must be considered a social and political commitment, and therefore outside any market logic.
AVs will not compete with this service, instead they may increase the area covered by public
transportation or offer a more convenient but expensive choice. In any case, AVs will need to
closely interact with the transport system that will be in place, at least until a complete transition
to autonomous drive will have taken place.
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3.6. South Tyrol’s proposed scenarios
The evaluation of the information gathered in the previous chapters has set the basis for the
identification of four scenarios describing possible future characteristics of the mobility sector.
As for Ticino, in all scenarios, we assume that the vehicle fleet will be composed only by BEVs
(Battery Electric Vehicles) and AVs (Autonomous Vehicles) of level 5 (full autonomy). This
common aspect was also envisioned by the local experts for medium to long time horizons
during the South Tyrol’s workshop (chapter 3.5.1), when the same variables identified in the
Ticino’s workshop were indicated as relevant to the scenarios description, namely the impact
on public transport and the shareability.
In the next section, following the scenario’s structure identified in the Ticino part of the document, we will present our four scenarios addressing all the identified adoption factors and additional categories. In South Tyrol, though, these scenarios are mainly characterized by the
following variables: ownership (private, and private and public companies), shareability
(given the ownership if the car is shared or not), use (exclusive or pooled) and impact on
public transport. The level of shareability of AVs combines the first two variables. This under
the assumption that in the future the option of acquiring a private car will relate to the exclusive
use and ownership. This even though full AVs could offer the possibility to share the private
owned car to cut costs. Thus, the ownership indicates also whether a vehicle is shared or not
allowing to join the variables. In all scenarios, we assume that private vehicles will predominantly be used only by their owners and rarely shared, while companies will predominantly
share the vehicles. The type of use, meant as exclusive use or pooled, i.e., companies which
shares the vehicles will either offer the possibility to use them in an exclusive way or in a pooled
way, as taxi buses could do.
This minor change in approach does not allow us to reproduce the same diagram as in Figure
28. Indeed, having carried out the activity after Ticino has allowed Eurac to further detail the
categorization of the scenarios, where ownership, shareability and being pooled are not part
of the same level of categorization. Figure 52 illustrates the predominant layout and relations
among those elements identified in our activity. As stated above South Tyrol scenarios are
based on this structure. Despite this difference it has been possible to preserve the same
layout as for the Ticino part of this document.
In our scenarios shared vehicles owned by private companies will be used equally exclusively
and pooled while public companies will predominantly make a pooled use of them. The last
variables considered is the impact on public transport and it addressed how the diffusion of
AVs will affect the public transport in terms of services which will be provided. Aspects such
as the impact on modal split, number of vehicles circulating, energy consumption or on “our
lives” as for the scenarios in Ticino have not been systematically addressed.
According to the opinions of the experts who participated in the workshops, opinions which are
in line with the expectations of the surveyed residents in South Tyrol (Figure 38) and with the
findings from the literature review, we can expect that these scenarios will be reached somewhen between 2040 and 2050, when the market and the technology will be mature, the legislative and regulatory aspects will have been addressed and local residents will be more receptive to AVs.
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Figure 52 - Relation among ownership, shareability and being pooled

We have also made the following assumptions, which we consider relevant for all the four
scenarios:


The number of residents in South Tyrol will slightly increase by 2030. (ASTAT,
2014)



The demand for transport of people has been assumed to be the same for all
scenarios. These qualitative scenarios therefore investigate only how the
future demand will be met by the different configuration of variables reported
above (ownership, shareability, etc.). Indeed, based on the available data for
South Tyrol, it is not possible to make long-term assumption on how this
demand might change, although by assuming a future stable economic
situation no major variation are to be expected. With regard to the possible
variation of mobility demand for tourism, Figure 53 displays a local growing
trend in the last years: number of travel cards activated and number of their
uses (Eurac Research, 2021). From the latter however, it is obviously not
possible to infer how the future scenarios will look like. For this reason, also for
this type of demand, no future possible variations have been considered in the
scenarios.

Figure 53 – Mobilcards, Bike Mobil cards, Museum Mobil cards & guest tickets Based on data: Sistema
di Trasporto Integrato (Eurac Research, 2021)



The transition towards an autonomous mobility will happen in an evolutionary
way, meaning that there will be a constantly increasing penetration of driving
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assistance systems, culminating with the market domination of fully
autonomous vehicles (level 5) somewhere between 2040 and 2050.


High-capacity public transport (e.g., buses and trains) will be also fully
automated, but the mode of use will remain the same as in the current situation.
Namely, they will keep following specific schedules and routes, not offering on
demand services.



In general, shared and pooled autonomous services will be highly regulated.



Local trust in the autonomous driving technology will not be an issue by 2040.



Municipal regulation is assumed equal for all the four identified scenarios. AVs
will circulate on local roads in the same way of traditional cars, therefore not
affecting the reasons behind already implemented local restriction to private
vehicles.



Since the optimal charging management of EVs will probably exclusively
depend on market logic and not on local regulations, decisions at the
municipality level will not substantially affect the defined scenarios. For the
same reason, special regulations supporting public transport will not be
considered.



The evolution of the number of companies operating in the local AV sector will
follow the increasing trend of non-private vehicles circulating.



Riding time has not been considered an issue that impacts the definition of the
different scenarios, since autonomous vehicle services will allow to satisfy
users requirement in all situations.



Bike sharing services and other form of micro-mobility may compete with other
means of transportation on short distance but have not been included in the
scenarios due to their extreme variability and difficulties in assessing their
future evolution and impact.

In the next paragraphs, a detailed description of the four scenarios envisioned for
South Tyrol is presented. The same dimension used in Ticino’s scenarios will be
thoroughly characterized, notwithstanding, a different nomenclature has been
used, reflecting the peculiar approach used for South Tyrol. For these reasons,
already described at the beginning of the paragraph, there is no perfect correspondences between the names used for Ticino’s scenarios and those used for
South Tyrol.
3.6.1. Scenario 1 - Status quo
In the Status quo scenario, as for Ticino’s, it is assumed that the future mobility in South Tyrol
will not change significantly regarding the overall personal transport demand. Current vehicles
will simply be substituted by autonomous vehicles without significantly affecting the way vehicles are employed: in these future scenarios, car travels that today need a driver will be performed by fully autonomous vehicle. Table 20 – Characteristics of Status quo ScenarioTable
20 presents a detailed description of the scenario.
Table 20 – Characteristics of Status quo Scenario
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Propulsion

Main Reasons based
on the adoption factors

Mobility demand

Mobility supply

Level
ShareaInterof
bility
PriLevel
action
Electric
auto(prevately
Low
5
with
madomiowned
PT
tion
nantly)
Municipal  Laws, policies, and regulations will allow autonomous private
regulation
cars to circulate in the roads as today, no restrictions or limitations to the use of private vehicles.
 Shared and pooled AV services will have fixed prices set by
regulators.
 Only few companies will be allowed to provide shared and
pooled services: a limited number of vehicles will operate in
the territory.
 Public car will not be allowed.
Market
 Private companies will not be interested in providing shared
interest
and pooled AV services in South Tyrol, since only a limited
number of companies will be allowed to operate.
Local
 By 2040 and 2050, South Tyrol’ residents will trust the autonTrust
omous technology. In the previous decade many of the buses
circulating will be autonomous; some experimentations were
performed in South Tyrol, which generated a positive trust.
Ride Cost  The cost of using conventional vehicles will be higher than
for autonomous and electric vehicles.
 The cost of public transport will not be affected by the low
number of companies operating within the car sharing sector
• Although the cost of shared services will be lower than the
cost related to owning a car, the purchase of private vehicles
will not decrease
Ride
 Autonomous vehicles will allow a reduction in travel time
Time
compared to traditional means of transport.
Ride
 Strong preference to use private owned cars will remain, it
comfort
will still be perceived as an extension of personal freedom
and
and space.
pleasure
 A strong reluctance in riding cars (e.g., pooled taxis) with
strangers will persist.
Availabil-  Residents in South Tyrol will preferably demand for the posity
sibility of owning personal autonomous vehicles.
Owner Residents in South Tyrol will still prefer to buy their own car.
ship efPrivately owned cars will be present in the same share as
fect
today.
 People's need to travel is assumed constant and distributed in the same
way as today between going to work, leisure, education (considerations
about the emergence of smart working are not applied)
 Vehicle personal transport demand will roughly look like today, in the
same way as other mode of individual transport
 Public opinion will demand the same level of public transport as today.
 Private autonomous vehicles will be the dominant mode to satisfy vehicle
individual demand. The occupancy rate will still be low.
 Shared and pooled autonomous services will mainly be used to satisfy
mobility needs of people that cannot afford to buy AVs.
 Only a small part of the residents that use motorized vehicles will opt for
satisfying their mobility needs without owning a vehicle.
 Modal split in South Tyrol will show the same configuration as today

Forms of organisation



Spatial distribution



Autonomous shared services will be allowed but only few companies will
be authorized to operate, leading to a limited number of AVs in South
Tyrol.
Shared and pooled autonomous services will be available prevalently in
main cities
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3.6.2. Scenario 2 - Medium shareability, medium impact on PT
This scenario is characterized mainly by the ownership and the type of use variables. Half of
the vehicles are envisioned to be privately owned, and half owned by companies. While the
use of vehicles is considered completely exclusive for private owned cars, but equally distributed between exclusive use and pooled for company cars. Public companies will provide
mainly pooled services. A medium impact on the public transport related to the diffusion of AVs
has been assumed. Table 21 presents a detailed description of the scenario.
Table 21 – Characteristics of Shared car Scenario 2

Propulsion
Main
Reasons
based on the
adoption factors

Mobility demand

Mobility supply

Forms of organisation
Impact of the
spatial dimension

ShareabilHalf
Interacity
shared
meElectric
tion with
(predomihalf pridium
PT
nantly)
vate
Municipal
 Laws, policies, and regulations will allow autonomous vehicles
regulation
to circulate
Market
 Private companies offering shared and pooled AV services
interest
will be high interested to enter the South Tyrol’s market, because there is demand and welfare. Nevertheless, due to the
highly regulation some companies might not enter the South
Tyrol market
Local Trust
 By 2040 and 2050, South Tyrol’s residents will trust the autonomous technology. In the previous decade many of the buses
circulating will have turned to autonomous and some experimentations will have been performed in South Tyrol, which will
generate a positive trust
Ride Cost
 The cost of public transport tickets will only be convenient for
inter-city travel and within large cities
 Carpooling will be very convenient
Ride Time
 Shared AV services waiting time will be low (maximum of 10
minutes)
Ride comfort  Reluctance in riding cars with strangers (pooled taxis) will reand pleasure
main but will not obstacle the use of shared cars
 People will prefer to use individual vehicles, when possible,
rather than polled taxis, taxi bus or public transportation
Availability
 Residents in South Tyrol will demand for the existence of all
types of autonomous vehicles.
Ownership
 Residents of South Tyrol will partly prefer to buy their own veeffect
hicle and partly make used of shared mobility solutions
 People's need to travel is assumed constant and distributed in the same way
as today between going to work, leisure, education (considerations about the
emergence of smart working are not applied)
 Personal transport demand by cars reduced due to the change in favour of
other type of mode of transport (walking and cycling) and the expansion of
pedestrian area
 The demand for public transport services is reduced but still present between
cities and inside large cities
 Private autonomous vehicles and shared vehicles will be in equal way the
mode to satisfy individual demand by cars
 Shared and pooled autonomous services will be used by an increasing part of
the population
 Autonomous shared services by public and private companies will be allowed
but few limitations will still be in place, leading to a limited number of companies operating mainly in cities
 Shared and pooled autonomous services will be available prevalently in main
cities
Level of
automation

Level
5
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on
availability,
regulation
and
public transport




Main cities will limit or charge the entrance of privately owned cars with low
occupancy
Valley zones will not be served by scheduled high-capacity public transport.

3.6.3. Scenario 3 – Medium Shareability, high impact on PT
The third scenario is similar to the second one, where ownership is still equally distributed
between individuals and companies. The type of use remains completely exclusive for private
owned vehicles, but equally divided in pooled and exclusive for company cars. Public companies will provide mainly pooled services. In this case, however, impact of AVs on public
transport has been considered high. Table 22 presents a detailed description of the scenario.
Table 22 – Characteristics of Shared Scenario 3

Propulsion
Main
Reasons
based on the
adoption factors

Mobility demand

Mobility supply

Forms of organisation

ShareabilHalf
InteracMeity
shared
Electric
tion with dium/
(predomihalf priPT
high
nantly)
vate
Municipal
 Laws, policies, and regulations will allow autonomous vehicles
regulation
to circulate.
 Some companies will be allowed to provide shared and pooled
services.
Market
 Private companies offering shared and pooled AV services
interest
will be high interested to enter the South Tyrol’s market, because there is demand and welfare. Nevertheless, due to the
highly regulation some companies might not enter the South
Tyrol market.
Local Trust
 By 2040 and 2050, South Tyrol’s residents will trust the autonomous technology. In the previous decade many of the buses
circulating will have become autonomous and some experimentations will have been performed in South Tyrol, thus generating a positive trust.
Ride Cost
 Cost of the travels will be taken in consideration for not buying
a privately owned AV
 The cost of public transport tickets will only be convenient for
inter-city travel.
 Carpooling will be very convenient
Ride Time
 Shared AV services waiting time will be low (maximum of 10
minutes).
Ride comfort  Reluctance in riding cars with strangers (pooled taxis) will reand pleasure
main but will not obstacle the use of shared cars
 People will prefer to use individual vehicles, when possible,
rather than polled taxis, taxibus or public transportation.
Availability
 Residents in South Tyrol will demand for the existence of all
types of autonomous vehicles.
Ownership
 Residents in South Tyrol will demand for the existence of all
effect
types of autonomous vehicles.
 People's need to travel is assumed constant and distributed in the same way
as today between going to work, leisure, education (considerations about the
emergence of smart working are not applied)
 Personal transport demand by cars reduced due to the change in favour of
other type of mode of transport (walking and cycling)
 The demand for public transport services will be reduced but still present between cities
 Private autonomous vehicles and shared vehicles will be in equal way the
mode to satisfy individual demand by cars.
 Shared and pooled autonomous services will be used by an increasing part of
the population
 Autonomous shared services will be allowed with some private companies auLevel of
automation

Level
5
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Impact of the
spatial dimension
on
availability,
regulation
and
public transport





thorized to operate pooled services. Few limitations will still be in place, limiting the interest of some companies to get into the local mobility market.
Shared and pooled autonomous services will be available prevalently in main
cities
Main cities will limit or charge the entrance of privately owned cars with low
occupancy
In valley zones in off peak hours public transport will not be present. Such
areas will be served by on demand taxi buses.

3.6.4. Scenario 4 – High shareability, high impact on PT
The High Shareability scenario is characterized by a high penetration of autonomous service,
being external factors more favorable to their uptake. The ownership variable is the most affected: vehicles are almost exclusively owned by companies, with a low presence of private
cars. As per the previous scenarios, use of vehicles is exclusive for private cars and equally
distributed between pooled and exclusive for company cars, while public companies will provide mainly pooled services. The impact on public transport remains high. Table 23 presents
a detailed description of the scenario.
Table 23 – Characteristics of Shared Scenario 4

Propulsion

Electric

Main
Reasons
based on the
adoption factors

Municipal
regulation




Market
interest




Local Trust



Ride Cost




Mobility demand

Mobility supply

ShareabilInteracity
shared
tion with high
(predomiPT
nantly)
Laws, policies, and regulations will allow autonomous vehicles.
Many companies will be allowed to provide shared and pooled
services.
No regulation for public owned cars.
Private companies offering shared and pooled AV services
will be high interested to enter the South Tyrol’s market, because there is demand and welfare.
By 2040 and 2050, South Tyrol residents will trust the autonomous technology. In the previous decade many of the buses
circulating will have become autonomous and some experimentations will have been performed in South Tyrol, thus generating a positive trust.
Due to the cost, people will not buy private AVs and will privilege carpooling.
The train will be the only convenient means of public transport
to connect the cities.
Shared AV services waiting time will be low (maximum of 10
minutes).
No reluctance in riding cars with strangers (e.g., pooled taxis).
People will prefer to use pooled, taxi bus or PT vehicles, when
possible, rather than the private ones.
Residents in South Tyrol will demand for the existence of all
types of autonomous vehicles.
Residents of South Tyrol will prefer shared mobility solutions.

Level of
automation

Ride Time



Ride comfort
and pleasure




Availability



Level
5

Ownership

effect
 People's need to travel is assumed constant and distributed in the same way
as today between going to work, leisure, education (considerations about the
emergence of smart working are not applied)
 Personal transport demand by cars is further reduced due to change in favour
of other type of mode of transport (walking and cycling).
 Public transport is still present between cities (only train).
 Shared vehicles will be the main mode to satisfy individual demand for cars.
 Shared and pooled autonomous services will be used predominantly.
 Only a small part of the residents that will use motorized vehicles will opt for
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Forms of organisation



Spatial
tion



distribu-




owning a vehicle.
Autonomous shared services will be allowed, with many companies authorized to operate in South Tyrol. No important limitations will be present for companies, raising market interest and leading to a major presence of AVs in
South Tyrol.
Shared and pooled autonomous services will be available in all territory and
provide a ubiquitous service.
Main cities will limit or charge the entrance of privately owned cars with low
occupancy.
In valley zones and off-peak hours public transport will not be present: such
areas will be served by on demand taxi buses.

Table 24 presents the synthesis of the four South Tyrol’s scenarios. As reported above they
are all characterised by dominant electric vehicles, level 5 of automation and highly regulated
market. Accordingly to our assumptions, based on the survey, people will generally trust AVs,
ride time will not be a major issue and all types of AV services will be provided. Uncertainties,
as for Ticino, are mainly related to what the predominant form of AV services will be, and how
those service will interact with other modes of transport.
Table 24 - Synthesis of the proposed Ticino scenarios

Adoption
factors

Adoption
variables

Propulsion

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Level 5

Level 5

Level 5

Level 5

(predominantly)

Maily privately
owned

half shared
half private

half shared
half private

Shared

Interaction with PT

low

medium

medium/high

high

Municipal Regulation
(highly regulateed)

in favour of
private cars

neutral

neutral

in favour of company
owned cars

Market interest

Not Relevant

Interesting

Interesting

Interesting

Local trust

High

High

High

High

Ride cost

Not important

Important

Important

Very important

Ride time

Important

Important

Important

Important

Ride comfort

Very important

Very important

Important

Neutral

Availability

All types

All types

All types

All types

Ownership effect

Very important

Not important

Not important

Not important

Level of automation
Shareability
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ANNEX 1 - TICINO WORKSHOP AND INTERVIEWS REPORT [IN
ITALIAN]

REPORT WORKSHOP E INTERVISTE EVA SULLA
MOBILITÀ AUTONOMA
LISTA PARTECIPANTI AL WORKSHOP
Bellinzona, 23 ottobre 2020, 14h-17h


Alessio Guffanti – Canton Ticino – Sezione Mobilità



Giorgio Gabba – Protoscar



Lucia Gallucci – Città di Bellinzona



Mirko Baruffini – BePooler



Paolo Della Bruna – Commissione Regionale dei Trasporti del Luganese



Saverio Bechtiger – EnerTI



Roberto Morandi - TCS

 Stefano Scagnolari – USI
INTERVISTATI


Simone Bernasconi – Moblab – 20 novembre 2020, 14h30



Alex Malinverno – Autopostale – 25 novembre 2020, 14h

 Davide Marconi – Mobalt – 26 novembre 2020, 14h
ORGANIZZATORI


Albedo Bettini – SUPSI



Francesca Cellina – SUPSI



José Veiga Simão – SUPSI



Roman Rudel – SUPSI

La riunione e le interviste si concentrano sui fattori che possono influenzare il fabbisogno energetico della mobilità del futuro, nell’ipotesi che sia caratterizzata da una crescente presenza di
veicoli autonomi:


Il livello di autonomia;




Il tipo di propulsione;
Il livello di condivisione;



Il livello di Integrazione con altri mezzi di trasporto.
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LIVELLO DI AUTONOMIA
IL LIVELLO 5 DI AUTONOMIA ARRIVERÀ IN TICINO?
Quale prima riflessione individuale per avviare la discussione di gruppo, chiediamo ai partecipanti di indicare se, dal loro punto di vista, veicoli autonomi di livello 5 arriveranno in Ticino,
motivando la risposta. Tutti i partecipanti rispondono affermativamente; la Figura 1 riporta le
motivazioni che ciascun partecipante ha sviluppato individualmente, prima della discussione
di gruppo.

Figura 1 – Il livello 5 arriverà in Ticino?

Durante la successiva discussione di gruppo i partecipanti ribadiscono il proprio accordo sul
fatto che i veicoli autonomi con la massima autonomia (livello 5) arriveranno in Ticino.
Si, arriverà dappertutto, perché da noi non dovrebbe arrivare? Anche se comunque il Ticino
non ha la massa critica per influenzare l’offerta.
Arriverà sicuramente, perché le persone oggi cercano l’opzione meno faticosa, quella che richiede meno responsabilità.
Evidenziano comunque un problema di vuoto normativo/legislativo, riconducibile agli aspetti di
sicurezza. Anche se l’opinione condivisa è che il problema di sicurezza sia più percepito che
reale:
La guida autonoma in realtà è più sicura della guida dei veicoli tradizionali.
Infatti, le assicurazioni sono interessate ai veicoli autonomi perché è più sicura della guida
degli umani.
Alcuni studi dicono che le donne si fideranno di meno. Probabilmente anche le persone più
anziane saranno più titubanti nell’usare i veicoli autonomi – bisognerà magari pensare a dei
veicoli con i tasti più grandi, per non sbagliare a digitare i comandi!
L’introduzione dei veicoli autonomi sarà comunque condizionata dalla legislazione e scelte
strategiche di politica nazionale e non esclusivamente dallo sviluppo tecnologico:
Per adattare le legge saranno necessari almeno 15 anni, tecnicamente è più veloce. È un tema
di carattere politico, la politica può fermare la loro diffusione.
Però tutto dipenderà della strategia della confederazione Svizzera.
QUANDO ARRIVERANNO E SI DIFFONDERANNO I VEICOLI AUTONOMI IN TICINO?
Quale secondo spunto di discussione chiediamo ai partecipanti di pensare quando i diversi
livelli di autonomia saranno presenti sul mercato ticinese e quando saranno la maggioranza
dei veicoli circolanti in Ticino. I risultati delle valutazioni individuali sono riportati nella Figura
2.
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Figura 2 – Quando arriveranno e si diffonderanno i veicoli autonomi in Ticino?

Tenendo conto delle opinioni espresse, l’evoluzione dei diversi livelli di autonomia potrebbe
seguire queste tempistiche:
-

livello 3: disponibile tra il 2020 e il 2027; maggioranza tra il 2028 e il
2040;

-

livello 4: disponibile tra il 2025 e il 2035; maggioranza tra il 2032 e il
2050;

-

livello 5: disponibile tra il 2030 e il 2040; maggioranza tra il 2040 e il
2060.


Durante le discussioni i partecipanti sono concordi sul fatto che i veicoli autonomi di livello 3 e
4 saranno presto disponibili sul mercato – e quindi in circolazione sul territorio cantonale.
Quando diventeranno la maggioranza dei veicoli circolanti, invece, è ancora incerto.
Almeno per 20 anni avremo comunque ancora una mobilità motorizzata di tipo individuale.
Con una visione differente, al contrario uno dei partecipanti ritiene che quando si arriverà al
livello 4 di autonomia, il passaggio al livello 5 sarà veloce:
Quando legalmente saranno permesse le auto di livello 4, anche il livello 5 sarà possibile.
Uno dei fattori che limiterà la diffusione della tecnologia completamente autonoma sarà legato
all’interazione con gli altri veicoli: le difficoltà d’interazione previste fanno pensare che l’introduzione sarà modo graduale:
La convivenza tra autonomi e non autonomi sarà critica, perché gli autonomi non hanno ancora
la possibilità di gestire il traffico esistente (come diverse sperimentazioni hanno dimostrato).
Tra gli altri fattori che potranno influenzare la loro diffusione, emerge in particolare il costo di
acquisto.
La diffusione dipenderà però dal prezzo di acquisto: saranno più o meno cari dei veicoli tradizionali?
Dipende da quando sarà pronta l’infrastruttura necessaria.
All’inizio i veicoli autonomi saranno molto gettonati: i primi tempi, tutti li vorranno, perché è
bello averli.
Già da venti anni, peraltro, il mercato dell’auto non ti sta vendendo un prodotto… la pubblicità
vende emozioni.
È probabile che prima arrivino la navigazione e l’aviazione autonoma, poi le auto.
I veicoli autonomi di livello 5 potrebbero comunque arrivare sul mercato già intorno al 2030.
La loro diffusione richiederà e comporterà un cambiamento radicale nelle pratiche di mobilità
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ma anche, in generale, un cambiamento più ampio negli aspetti culturali associati alla mobilità
e sarà possibile solo lavorando sull’accettazione da parte dei cittadini.
Dipenderà dai Cantone e della Confederazione, perché il concetto può cambiare più verso un
concetto di accessibilità e non di ownership.
C’è bisogno di convincere la popolazione e di cambiare le regole. Infatti, gli svizzeri e in particolare i ticinesi sono molto conservatori, ci sarà bisogno di un cambio di generazione.
Molto dipenderà dall’accettazione e fiducia della popolazione.
Prima sarà al livello di trasporto pubblico. Per il settore privato la diffusione dei veicoli autonomi
sarà più scaglionata: sarà necessario un cambiamento culturale (perché la macchina è vista
come uno status symbol) e generazionale.Il veicolo condiviso porterà un cambiamento di mentalità e di norme, sarà proprio un altro paradigma.
Il fatto che i veicoli di livello 5 saranno molto probabilmente condivisi sarà proprio il motivo per
cui si diffonderanno in fretta
Infine, porterà cambiamenti nell’organizzazione della quotidianità.
L’auto autonoma porterà anche un vantaggio economico per i singoli cittadini: risolve il problema dell’acquisto dell’auto!
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TIPO DI PROPULSIONE
CHE TIPO DI PROPULSIONE AVRANNO I VEICOLI AUTONOMI?
Quale ulteriore spunto di riflessione individuale, chiediamo di riflettere su che tipo di propulsione avranno i veicoli completamente autonomi (livello 5). I Dalle riflessioni individuali emerge
la tendenza a credere che i veicoli saranno prevalentemente elettrici; tuttavia, per alcuni partecipanti i carburanti fossili avranno ancora un ruolo nella propulsione dei veicoli completamente autonomi, sebbene minoritario (Figura 3).

Figura 3 - Che tipo di propulsione useranno i veicoli autonomi? Le righe indicano le risposte di ciascun partecipante.

Secondo i partecipanti, le nuove auto immatricolate in Ticino continueranno ad avere un motore a combustione interna almeno fino al 2035. Magari, per quella data saranno diffuse auto
ibride plug-in.
Al livello 4 rimarranno anche le altre propulsioni. Al livello 5, invece, la propulsione sarà elettrica!
La configurazione del sistema infrastrutturale favorirà la predominanza del veicolo elettrico. Il
rifornimento sarà infatti elettrico, anch’esso automatizzato, tramite induzione o robot.
È impensabile una ricarica a mano!
Si sta spingendo questa tecnologia [auto elettriche] e già tutte le case la propongono: non solo
auto di lusso o piccole poco interessanti, già modelli adatti a diverse esigenze e capacità economiche. Quest’anno ho letto che già un 15% delle auto immatricolate sono elettriche.
È comunque molto probabile che anche prima della disponibilità del livello 5, la diffusione di
veicoli elettrici aumenti. I partecipanti partono da una riflessione sui dati attuali di diffusione dei
veicoli elettrici:
La percezione è diversa dalla realtà! Pensavo che i veicoli elettrici oggi fossero il 10%!
Quale sarà il livello di diffusione dei veicoli elettrici, nonché quali misure eventualmente mettere in atto per favorirne la diffusione, è invece un tema ancora aperto. Alcuni partecipanti
rimarcano in particolare gli aspetti socioculturali:
Bisogna anche affrontare un problema culturale: il 30/40 enne è abituato al diesel e alla benzina.
L’unica strada per far diffondere il veicolo elettrico è un obbligo di legge.
C’è una certa resistenza al cambiamento: sono tecnologie di cui non ci si fida.
Altri invece si soffermano su problemi pratici:
La disponibilità di ricariche decentralizzate favorirà la diffusione dell’elettrico. Il problema per
quest’ultimo è più che altro legato a chi vive in città: difficoltà pratiche per la ricarica.
Altri infine segnalano la percezione di un rischio in termini di sicurezza:
Io vedo un problema di sicurezza, con le auto elettriche: ogni anno, 40 auto elettriche bruciano.
Sono davvero sicuri, questi veicoli elettrici?
Si, sono sicuri, sono stati svolti studi e pubblicazioni scientifiche: i veicoli elettrici non comportano pericoli aggiuntivi rispetto ai veicoli a combustione interna.
e la percezione della necessità di aumento della produzione elettrica:
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Sarà necessario raddoppiare/triplicare la produzione di energia elettrica, per soddisfare la domanda crescente dovuta ai veicoli elettrici?
No, i veicoli elettrici sono molto efficienti. Inoltre, c’è un potenziale di produzione di elettricità
rinnovabile e decentralizzata con cui alimentarli.
Secondo i partecipanti, il problema della limitata autonomia dei veicoli elettrici tenderà invece
naturalmente a scomparire – e, con esso, sparirà anche la tecnologia ibrida:
L’autonomia dei veicoli elettrici oggi è arrivata a 500 km.
L’ibrido non è il futuro: implica gestire due tecnologie e due motori sullo stesso veicolo.
L’ibrido è un prodotto commerciale pensato per soddisfare chi ha paura dell’elettrico puro.
Sparirà appena l’autonomia supererà i 500 km.
Circa le altre tecnologie di propulsione, c’è un certo scetticismo sulla possibilità che si diffondano le celle a combustibile, cioè i veicoli alimentati a idrogeno.
Venti anni fa alla Daimler dicevano: “Il problema per l’H non è se ma quando”. Poi però, chi ha
investito nella rete dell’idrogeno? Le compagnie petrolifere non hanno risposto. Siamo arrivati
nel 2010 e l’entusiasmo si è spento. Sono uscite la Tesla S e la Nissan Leaf… a questo punto
c’è scetticismo rispetto all’idrogeno. L’unica possibilità che abbia un futuro è che ci siano molte
proteste ambientali per le miniere di nichel che alimentano le batterie dei veicoli elettrici.
L’uso dell’idrogeno è invece ritenuto probabile per l’aviazione e per il settore navale. Anche
per i veicoli pensanti (camion e autobus) i partecipanti vedono possibilità per l’idrogeno, nonostante vi siano comunque problematiche nella generazione dell’idrogeno e nella sua distribuzione:
Immagino due dinamiche diverse a seconda della tipologia di veicoli:
veicoli pesanti (camion e bus) saranno a idrogeno o forse a gas (biogas);
veicoli leggeri (auto e piccoli bus cittadini) saranno elettrici.
Infatti, si prevede la miglioria delle batterie però non ha senso avere delle batterie pesanti in
veicoli già così pesanti, è uno spreco di energia.
Ci sono ancora molti problemi in questa tecnologia, non c’è ancora una elevata produzione di
idrogeno con energia rinnovabile. Se non viene prodotto con energia rinnovabile, non ha
senso. L’idrogeno permette di avere prestazioni vicine al diesel (chilometri e potenza).
L’idrogeno è all’inizio e ancora da sviluppare: deve essere più efficiente e sicuro per penetrare
nel mercato.
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LIVELLO DI CONDIVISIONE
IN CHE MODO SARANNO USATI I VEICOLI AUTONOMI?
I partecipanti sono concordi nel dire che quando si arriverà all’autonomia di livello 5, ci sarà un
elevato livello di condivisione (nel senso di “sharing”).
Uno non si compra un veicolo di livello 5!
Il veicolo completamente autonomo non sarà di proprietà. Anche nell’epoca dei veicoli completamente autonomi rimarranno alcuni veicoli di proprietà (possesso del veicolo), ma questi
saranno per appassionati, magari con elevata capacità di spesa. Il possesso sarà dovuto a
motivi diversi da quelli di mobilità.
Non vedo il senso di avere un veicolo autonomo di livello 5 di proprietà - sarà magari una cosa
da ricchi, dipenderà molto del costo.
Questa transizione verso forme di mobilità condivisa avverrà in modo spontaneo, per un passaggio generazionale, che risponderà all’aumento dell’offerta:
La nostra è una generazione molto legata alla proprietà. I miei figli hanno un approccio molto
diverso. Sono generazioni più aperte. I giovani hanno interesse per i veicoli condivisi tipo Mobility.
… Purché abitino vicino alla stazione…
Sarà determinato dalle fasce d’età: la tendenza è che i più giovani saranno meno propensi a
comprare, perché costerà meno in condivisione.
Se i servizi di trasporto condivisi aumenteranno, si vedrà anche un aumento della domanda
Anche se, comunque, certe resistenze alla condivisione del mezzo di trasporto sono da mettere in conto:
Il bagagliaio dell’auto è come un magazzino che ci portiamo sempre appresso.
L’automazione renderà più attrattive forme di condivisione, sarà comunque un processo lungo.
Magari, alcuni avranno ancora l’auto di proprietà ma ne noleggeranno una specifica per
quando ne avranno bisogno.
Dipenderà anche della situazione familiare/abitativa: ossia, in una famiglia con bimbi, la gente
preferirà avere l’auto di proprietà. Possesso significa flessibilità.
Inoltre, non è chiaro cosa succederà in contesti discosti, nelle aree a domanda debole:
Con il trasporto individuale, puoi andare dove e quando vuoi: potrà la guida autonoma coprire
questo bisogno individuale?
Ci sono dei casi in cui, senza mobilità individuale, il paese non potrebbe esistere: Ginevra è
diversa da Rovio!
La situazione negli agglomerati urbani sarà diversa dalle periferie e dalle valli. In queste ultime
sarà possibile anche un trasporto condiviso ma senza costi del personale.
Il pooling (condivisione)… usato per sostituire i bus di linea in zone con un servizio debole può
funzionare. I bus grossi che oggi girano con autista (Mercedes) in aree dove il bus non si
riempie… un servizio pooled a chiamata può funzionare bene.
Nel complesso, i partecipanti si immaginano che la mobilità del futuro sarà fortemente eterogenea:
Non sarà più come adesso: 2 auto per famiglia, nel 99% dei casi a benzina. Ci saranno molte
più opzioni di mobilità, anche a seconda dei luoghi.
Ci sarà eterogeneità su tutti gli aspetti. Le modalità di spostamento saranno molto “variopinte”.
Quello che succederà in Ticino, ad esempio, potrà essere differente da quello che accadrà a
200 km di distanza.
Un mix a dipendenza degli spostamenti dell’individuo. Ci sarà comunque una mobilità più intermodale.
Per gli spostamenti sul territorio cantonale, si useranno magari i veicoli autonomi. Per andare
a Zurigo, si userà magari il veicolo autonomo + il treno + il veicolo autonomo. E questo varrà
anche per vacanze.
I veicoli autonomi potranno anche essere usati nelle aree a domanda debole in cui il trasporto
pubblico opera in perdita (aree a domanda debole), in particolare nelle valli. Ad esempio,
adesso a Bellinzona abbiamo un sistema di taxi per le ore notturne, per cui la città paga una
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parte della corsa, quale alternativa al trasporto pubblico. In futuro, potrebbe essere svolto con
veicoli autonomi.
Deve essere una caratteristica del sistema di mobilità: se tutti i mezzi sono complementari, si
garantisce flessibilità operativa. Gli utenti dovranno usare tutti i mezzi di trasporto in modo
corretto.
Anche se magari persone che hanno bevuto la sera… non conviene che vadano assieme su
un veicolo autonomo.
Come primo ed ultimo miglio il veicolo autonomo può funzionare. Sarà adatto anche ad alcune
fasce di persone, infatti permetterà la mobilità di anziani o altre che hanno problemi di mobilità.
L’uso collettivo dei veicoli autonomi (nel senso di “pooling”), benché auspicato, sarà invece
ancora relativamente limitato e forse dovrà essere spinto dalla politica:
Spero che in futuro ci sia una esplosione dei servizi di pooling: auto, taxi, bus shuttle… servizi
circolari, come servizi di linea. Saranno servizi porta a porta o ci saranno fermate fisse? Magari
ci sarà la possibilità di piccole deviazioni. Se gli algoritmi riusciranno a diventare molto efficienti, magari non esisteranno più le fermate.
Potranno esserci diverse opzioni di servizio: il veicolo solo per me se ho fretta – ma pago di
più. Il veicolo più grande per le famiglie… Ci sarà sempre il veicolo adatto alle esigenze specifiche: la mobilità diventerà un servizio. Ci saranno formule di abbonamento: abbonamento
base, abbonamento VIP (con pagamento extra) – come per la TV!
La condivisione del veicolo (pooling) avverrà solo per motivi di prezzo, per chi non avrà possibilità di pagare le tariffe per l’uso individuale del veicolo. Sarà solo per una piccola fetta di
mercato – mi riferisco al caso di condivisione con sconosciuti. Decidere di condividere lo spostamento con sconosciuti… lo si farà solamente per motivi economici.
La condivisione del veicolo (pooling) potrà essere facilitata già nei prossimi anni cambiando le
regole di uso dei posteggi – meglio prima cambiare le regole di uso che eliminarli direttamente.
Si potrebbero anche studiare delle forme di promozione dei servizi condivisi (pooling), tipo: per
tre mesi usi gratis il servizio. Poi, quando diventa a pagamento, magari continui ad usarlo,
perché hai capito che funziona.
Senza regolamentazioni o obblighi non arriveranno i servizi pooled: tasse divieti di circolazione, per esempio, oppure almeno 3 o 4 persona nell’auto per potere parcheggiare.
La diffusione di veicoli in condivisione (sharing e pooling) avrà comunque un impatto anche su
forma, funzioni e organizzazione urbana, sia in termini di spazi pubblici che di spazi privati:
Sparendo il veicolo di proprietà, si libereranno spazio nei garage – 20 metri quadri che si liberano!
I parcheggi saranno all’esterno degli abitati: un modo per dare più valore ai centri!
Come gestire i tempi di sosta? Dove va l’auto intanto che faccio acquisti? Dove sono parcheggiate le auto autonome quando non sono in uso? C’è un problema di gestione e organizzazione
delle infrastrutture urbane.
In realtà dobbiamo pensare che il numero dei veicoli sarà molto inferiore a quello di oggi! Il
fabbisogno di spazi per lo stazionamento sarà quindi molto minore. Si libererà dello spazio,
occorrerà ridare senso allo spazio pubblico, rivedendo forma e funzione della strada.
Nessun politico interverrà realizzando infrastrutture e tasse per affrontare i problemi. Le infrastrutture magari saranno di proprietà privata. Magari i parcheggi non saranno enormi, ci saranno veicoli distribuiti in città. Il traffico potrebbe magari anche finire sottoterra! Non ci sarà
spazio per tutta la domanda di mobilità.
Il problema comunque sarà la gestione del transitorio, con l’interazione tra veicoli autonomi e
non autonomi, sia dal punto di vista tecnologico, sia da quello urbano e sociale.
Ci sarà un problema sociale: gli autisti senza lavoro. Comunque, i costi di trasporto complessivamente diminuiranno.
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LIVELLO DI INTEGRAZIONE CON ALTRI MEZZI DI TRASPORTO
CHE IMPLICAZIONI AVRÀ LA DIFFUSIONE DEI VEICOLI AUTONOMI SULL’ATTUALE
CONFIGURAZIONE DEI SISTEMI DI TRASPORTO?
Anche a questa domanda è difficile dare una risposta netta. La maggioranza dei partecipanti
esprime comunque una visione condivisa per il futuro:
Ha il potenziale di sostituire tutto tranne le bici e gli spostamenti a piedi. Per corti tragitti, tuttavia, i veicoli autonomi non sostituiranno i mezzi di oggi (bici, piedi, monopattino, scooter…)
È probabile che diminuiscano i passeggeri chilometro sui bus di linea tradizionali.
Sul bus i veicoli autonomi potenzialmente possono fare concorrenza soprattutto in aree mal
collegate. Se i veicoli autonomi avranno 5-10-15 posti, possono cambiare il concetto di trasporto pubblico. Li vedo come una estensione del trasporto pubblico
Il treno e la bicicletta non sono minacciati dai veicoli autonomi – anzi, saranno avvantaggiati.
Il tasso di motorizzazione diminuirà, inoltre ci saranno molte più biciclette e monopattini elettrici
condivisi.
Una minoranza dei partecipanti, invece, si immagina un futuro differente:
C’è un alto rischio per le biciclette, infatti nelle città dove è migliore il trasporto pubblico hanno
meno biciclette. Per esempio, Zurigo ha difficoltà ad aumentare i viaggi in bicicletta perché ha
un buon trasporto pubblico.
Il trasporto pubblico sarà in difficoltà. Bus e treno forse rimarranno, però vedo il Treno più a
rischio perché fa il servizio da un punto A a un punto B, che tuttavia a volte è distante dall’origine e destinazione voluta. C’è il rischio di generare più traffico. La ferrovia deve rinnovarsi, è
un servizio che è fermo nel tempo.
Il tasso di motorizzazione forse non diminuirà, tuttavia può cambiare chi è il proprietario. Può
darsi che si evolva verso la proprietà concentrata in mano a proprietari di flotte.
Non ci si aspetta comunque una sostituzione totale dei trasporti pubblici da parte dei veicoli
autonomi:
Il traffico sarà un problema se sostituisci il trasporto pubblico. Se pensiamo che un bus articolato oggi può portare 150 persone, lo rimpiazziamo con 150 auto? C’è proprio una limitazione
dell‘infrastruttura: le strade sono limitate e anche il loro sviluppo continuerà ad essere limitato.
Perciò, sostituire i bus trovo che sia difficile. R si pensiamo che oggi l’Autopostale ha 2400 bus
in Svizzera…
Però dobbiamo considerare che per spostare un grande numero di persone in poco tempo ci
sarà bisogno sempre di mezzi grandi, che le strade hanno un limite e anche che la tendenza
è per un aumento della popolazione in Svizzera - anche se è diminuita in Ticino….
Inoltre, si suppone che le autorità continueranno a sopportare i trasporti collettivi pubblici:
Ci sarà un investimento forse ancora più forte sui trasporti pubblici
In generale, è probabile che
I cittadini che reagiranno di più sono quelli che sono già orientati su certi comportamenti. Ad
esempio, la condivisione di un veicolo potrebbe avvenire solo tra chi già usa il trasporto pubblico.
Rimane da capire se le nuove opportunità di mobilità porteranno a un aumento delle percorrenze complessive, cioè a un aumento complessivo della domanda di mobilità.
Può essere che si verifichi un aumento della domanda di mobilità. Consideriamo ad esempio
il valore del tempo e del traffico: se muoversi diventa più facile, la domanda di mobilità cresce.
L‘offerta gioca un ruolo: se aumentiamo l‘offerta di mobilità, ci sarà un incremento della domanda. Abbiamo visto questo a Bellinzona: nel 2014 abbiamo potenziato il servizio [autopostale] e la domanda oggi è quasi raddoppiata.
Non sono convinto che aumenti la richiesta di mobilità e la gente non cambierà il suo modo di
viaggiare.
Infine, un eventuale aumento della domanda implica necessariamente un aumento dei consumi e delle emissioni? Non necessariamente, secondo i partecipanti.
I veicoli autonomi si muoveranno secondo flussi controllati, come se fossero in un treno. Ci
sarà meno divertimento rispetto alla guida di oggi. Le strade diventeranno come dei binari…
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ci sarà anche meno attrito. I veicoli saranno connessi, quindi più efficienti. Si frenerà anche di
meno… I consumi saranno inferiori rispetto ad oggi (a parità di percorso). Il traffico sarà ottimizzato, soprattutto in un sistema completamente autonomo, in cui tutti i percorsi saranno noti
a priori.
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ANNEX 2 – SOUTH TYROL WORKSHOP AND INTERVIEWS REPORT
[IN ITALIAN]

REPORT WORKSHOP E INTERVISTE EVA SULLA
MOBILITÀ AUTONOMA
LISTA PARTECIPANTI AL WORKSHOP
22 marzo 2021


Emiliano Borgognoni – Barchetti Group



Stefano Fattor – Assessore alla Mobilità, Comune di Bolzano



Mauro Ortombina – Cooperativa di servizio Taxi



Daniele Santucci – Pianificazione provinciale viabilità e flussi di mobilità,
Provincia di Bolzano
INTERVISTATI


Joachim Dejaco – Strutture Trasporto Alto Adige SpA

 Petra Piffer – Società Autobus Servizi d’Area SpA
ORGANIZZATORI


Wolfram Sparber – EURAC



Roberto Vaccaro – EURAC



Andrea Grotto – EURAC



Stefano Osti – EURAC

La riunione e le interviste si concentrano sui fattori che possono influenzare il fabbisogno energetico della mobilità del futuro, nell’ipotesi che sia caratterizzata da una crescente presenza di
veicoli autonomi:


Il livello di autonomia;



Il tipo di propulsione;



Il livello di condivisione;



Il livello di Integrazione con altri mezzi di trasporto.
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LIVELLO DI AUTONOMIA
ARRIVEREMO AD AVERE VEICOLI COMPLETAMENTE AUTONOMI (LIVELLO 5) IN
ALTO ADIGE SÜDTIROL?
Come primo punto di discussione si propone una domanda aperta per far emergere i diversi
punti di vista presenti tra i partecipanti e le loro motivazioni. Tutti i presenti rispondono positivamente: la guida completamente autonoma arriverà in Alto Adige, seguendo uno sviluppo più
ampio e a livello globale.
Sono riassunte in Figura 4 le principali motivazioni, tutte in accordo tra loro.

Figura 4. Arriveremo ad avere veicoli completamente autonomi (livello 5) in Alto Adige Südtirol? Risposte.

Durante l’accesa discussione sono emerse delle posizioni specifiche che si possono raccogliere nelle seguenti affermazioni generali:
I veicoli a guida completamente autonoma (livello 5) arriveranno sicuramente in Alto Adige,
perché è una transizione che avverrà su scala globale e i territori locali potranno solo seguire
questo andamento.
Orizzonte temporale
Ci sarà invece più incertezza sui tempi di questa transizione, le variabili sono ancora troppe
per poter definire una scala temporale.
Transizione
Molti settori si sono già mossi o si stanno muovendo per essere pronti ad accogliere questa
diversa modalità di trasporto. In particolare, le società di trasporto pubblico ed i taxi. La transizione sarà probabilmente graduale e inizierà dedicando alcune zone specifiche e predisposte
ai veicoli autonomi, per garantire la sicurezza a tutti i veicoli presenti sulle vie pubbliche, prima
di passare ad un’applicazione non circoscritta, quando lo sviluppo tecnologico e normativo la
renderanno
possibile.
Vedremo sempre più applicazioni dedicate all’ultimo miglio.
QUALI SONO LE BARRIERE ALL’IMPLEMENTAZIONE DI UNA MOBILITÀ
COMPLETAMENTE AUTONOMA (LIVELLO 5) IN ALTO ADIGE SÜDTIROL? POTRANNO
ESSERE IN QUALCHE MODO RISOLTE/SUPERATE?
La discussione si è poi indirizzata sul tema delle barriere allo sviluppo della mobilità autonoma,
considerando in particolare le specificità del territorio altoatesino. Riassumiamo le principali
posizioni.
Barriera territoriale:
Il territorio montano, con la sua morfologia caratterizzata da strade spesso impervie e non
standardizzabili, potrebbe rappresentare un’importante barriera all'implementazione di questo
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tipo di veicoli. La geografia è sicuramente più “difficile” che in altri territori più omogenei o
pianeggianti dove i mezzi autonomi riescono ad approssimare meglio la guida umana. La transizione in Alto Adige potrebbe quindi essere più lenta che in altri luoghi. Ad oggi, per esempio,
sono pochissime le strade dove la Tesla può funzionare in modalità parzialmente autonoma.
Barriera economica:
I costi saranno probabilmente più alti rispetto a quelli di un’auto tradizionale. Molti imprenditori
del settore dei trasporti non sarebbero in grado di esporsi economicamente più di quanto fanno
già ora. Bisogna però considerare anche i benefici di tale transizione per la società intera.
Barriera infrastrutturale:
La guida autonoma richiede grandi investimenti nell’infrastruttura dedicata: dispositivi stradali,
gestione dei dati e della loro comunicazione, processi autorizzativi particolari, gestione smart
del traffico nella sua totalità, ecc. Questo, d’altra parte, può avere delle ricadute interessanti e
positive per tutto il territorio.
Barriera tecnologica:
In Alto Adige non ci sono grandi spazi aperti e il territorio non è omogeneo, per questo la
tecnologia deve essere in grado di gestire manovre generalmente più complesse che in altri
luoghi. Specialmente per i grandi mezzi (autobus e pullman), su cui si bassa quasi totalmente
il trasporto pubblico in regione, sarà difficile integrarsi totalmente con il traffico tradizionale.
Dovrà essere fatto molto per “preparare” logisticamente il territorio, non sarà semplice ma sarà
uno dei fattori chiave.
Barriera sociale:
Nei territori montani è ancora presente una sorta di “autofilia”: molte persone vogliono ancora
possedere un’auto, guidarla e personalizzarla.
SE AVESTE LA POSSIBILITÀ DI SCEGLIERE, A PARITÀ DI ALTRI FATTORI QUALI
COSTO E SICUREZZA, PREFERIRESTE MUOVERVI CON UN’AUTO CON GUIDATORE O
CON UN’AUTO A GUIDA COMPLETAMENTE AUTONOMA?

Figura 5. Preferenze sul tipo di veicolo: autonomo o tradizionale.

Nel gruppo emerge la chiara convinzione che la guida autonoma sia più sicura della guida
umana, senza scetticismo alcuno verso la tecnologia.
La tecnologia è sempre più affidabile e sicura dell’intervento umano. Avendola testata, sono
totalmente a mio agio con la guida autonoma. Già oggi ci affidiamo a molti mezzi in parte o del
tutto automatizzati (treni, funivie, aerei, ecc).
La legge dovrà adeguarsi, ad oggi si mostra in ritardo rispetto agli sviluppi tecnologici. Prevede
ad esempio che ci debba sempre essere un umano presente, anche quando la sua capacità
di agire tempestivamente è sicuramente inferiore a quella di un mezzo autonomo.
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QUANDO ARRIVERANNO E SI DIFFONDERANNO I VEICOLI AUTONOMI IN ALTO ADIGE
SÜDTIROL?
Si chiede ai partecipanti di discutere e riflettere su quando i diversi livelli di autonomia saranno
commercializzati sul mercato altoatesino e quando rappresenteranno la maggioranza del
parco auto circolante in provincia.
Come emerso già nella prima fase del workshop, i partecipanti esplicitano la difficoltà intrinseca di fare previsioni a lungo termine di questo tipo, considerando inoltre che la tecnologia
discussa non è ancora presente sul mercato.
Si chiede infine di rispondere individualmente e quantitativamente alla stessa domanda. In
Figura 6 si riportano i risultati dell’inchiesta.

Figura 6. Quando arriveranno e si diffonderanno i veicoli a guida autonoma in Alto Adige Südtirol?

Secondo le opinioni espresse dai partecipanti, la diffusione dei veicoli autonomi potrebbe seguire le seguenti tempistiche:


Livello 3: disponibile tra il 2022 e il 2027; maggioranza tra il 2027 e il
2042;



Livello 4: disponibile tra il 2022 e il 2037; maggioranza tra il 2037 e il
2042;



Livello 5: disponibile tra il 2027 e il 2042; maggioranza tra il 2037 e il
2047.
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TIPO DI PROPULSIONE
CHE TIPO DI PROPULSIONE AVRANNO I VEICOLI AUTONOMI?
Durante questa sezione del workshop si riflette insieme sul tipo di propulsione che avranno i
veicoli completamente autonomi (livello 5).
Dopo una breve discussione in cui sono emerse le posizioni che sono riportate di seguito alla
figura, è stato chiesto ai partecipanti di esprimere quantitativamente la loro visione sulla composizione del parco auto autonomo di livello 5.

Figura 7. Che tipo di propulsione avranno i veicoli autonomi

In generale emerge come la maggior parte dei partecipanti si immagina che i veicoli autonomi
siano alimentati quasi esclusivamente da un motore elettrico, che sarà sempre più lo standard
per i veicoli individuali.
Molte grandi case automobilistiche si sono già lanciate nella produzione di auto elettriche e
stanno progressivamente abbandonando le altre opzioni. Anche se ad oggi non tutto pare
quadrare, gli investimenti sono così ingenti e la volontà così grande che presto la maggior
parte dell’offerta sarà esclusivamente elettrica e gli utenti passeranno in blocco a questa soluzione. I problemi si risolveranno e arriveremo ad uno scenario totalmente diverso da quello
odierno. Immagino che ancora per qualche anno il fossile sopravviverà per inerzia, ma poi si
passerà alla quasi totalità dei veicoli alimentati da batterie, il trend è inarrestabile.
Ci sarà anche un dispiegamento importante di veicoli ad idrogeno, soprattutto per i mezzi pesanti, commerciali e autobus. Ci sono già molti progetti in corso e viene già usato, seppure
non su grande scala. Sicuramente però non si diffonderà sui mezzi di piccola taglia, l’elettrico
ha molti più vantaggi
Uso un mezzo elettrico dal 2005, la bicicletta, e non vedo l’ora di passare all’elettrico anche
per quanto riguarda l’automobile, e credo che tutti o quasi lo faranno nel medio termine.
Altre risposte sono più conservative e credono che ancora per molti anni l’offerta di auto a
combustibili fossili rimarrà competitiva.
Fino al 2030 ci sarà ancora una situazione mista con una buona componente fossile, che
andrà a scomparire piano piano. Mentre al 2040 il fossile sarà completamente phased-out. Gli
obiettivi sono di avere per il 2030 metà degli autobus a emissioni zero.
In generale i motori per auto si muoveranno tutti verso l’elettrico. Il passaggio sarà più veloce
nel settore pubblico, anche se nell’ultimo anno si è vista una grande accelerazione del privato.
Si evidenzia però come la composizione del parco auto non sia tanto il frutto di scelte a tavolino, quanto un risultato di mercato: la soluzione più competitiva, sostenibile e comoda per il
consumatore sarà quella vincente.
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Non importa il tipo di propulsione, l’importante è che si venda e si possa costruire un business
model funzionante. In ogni caso, sembra che a breve tutto quello che è elettrico sarà la norma,
lasciando poco spazio agli altri tipi di propulsione.
Infine, si fa notare come ci siano anche altri aspetti non meno importanti da considerare nella
valutazione globale: la sostenibilità ambientale su tutti.
Bisognerebbe anche considerare tutti i benefici dell’elettrico per la comunità e la società intera.
Si pensi in termini di salute, della riduzione dei relativi costi, di quanto le città ne guadagnerebbero in termini di vivibilità e di riduzione dell’inquinamento. Per questo credo che i veicoli
autonomi saranno quasi esclusivamente a propulsione elettrica. Nei prossimi 10 anni ci sarà
uno stravolgimento del mercato dell’auto, che passerà in blocco all’elettrico.
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LIVELLO DI CONDIVISIONE
IN CHE MODO UTILIZZEREMO I VEICOLI AUTONOMI? IN CHE MODO L'INTRODUZIONE
DELL'AUTOMAZIONE COMPLETA INFLUIRÀ SULLA DECISIONE DI ACQUISTARE
UN’AUTO? CONTINUEREMO AD ACQUISTARE E POSSEDERE AUTOMOBILI DI
PROPRIETÀ O RICHIEDEREMO PASSAGGI? SAREMO PRONTI A CONDIVIDERE
PERCORSI CON ALTRE PERSONE? O SI REALIZZERÀ UN MIX DI TUTTE LE OPZIONI
(PROPRIETÀ, CONDIVISA, PERCORSO CONDIVISO)?
Molti partecipanti esprimono l’idea che la tecnologia a guida autonoma renderà possibili tutta
una serie di business model che oggi è difficile immaginare. Concordano sul fatto che molto
probabilmente l’offerta di mobilità si amplierà, prevedendo diverse opzioni di condivisione del
veicolo. La caratteristica più importante e che influenzerà la risposta del consumatore sarà la
comodità di fruizione, anche in termini economici.
La discussione è sicuramente interessante e rientra nel tema di comprendere quale sia il customer value per questo tipo di veicoli. Ci saranno molte offerte diverse che tenteranno di
mettere in pratica la loro visione di questo valore. Dobbiamo tenere presente che in molti settori
il paradigma vincente di soli 20 anni fa oggi non esiste più, e probabilmente tra 20 anni diranno
lo stesso di oggi. Il settore dei trasporti potrebbe vedere una trasformazione simile. Il business
legato alla mobilità cercherà di seguire il trend di sviluppo, ad esempio i noleggi devono riuscire
ad
essere
flessibili
e
offrire
al
cliente
quello
che
desidera.
Ci sarà sicuramente un mix di diverse offerte, probabilmente si farebbe un errore a puntare ad
un singolo obiettivo. Sicuramente è cambiata la percezione e il significato del trasporto tra i
giovani, e probabilmente cambierà ancora.
Il cambiamento non sarà repentino, penso a quando esistevano i taxi collettivi (taxi che raccoglievano più persone e facevano piccole deviazioni rispetto al percorso di ogni singolo utente)
e che piano piano sono scomparsi seguendo le richieste dei clienti. Dovranno sicuramente
coesistere tutte queste opzioni (carsharing, leve fiscali, limitazioni del traffico), almeno finché
non emergano chiari vantaggi di una rispetto alle altre. Anche il ruolo regolatorio e legislativo
sarà importante e guiderà in certa misura questa scelta. Io spero che nelle città sempre più
persone utilizzino biciclette e mezzi leggeri, ma certo non possono essere gli unici mezzi a
soddisfare il bisogno di mobilità, si intersecheranno diverse offerte. Tra i giovani avere l’auto
di proprietà non è più importante, non è più uno status symbol come lo era qualche generazione fa, non è più così necessaria, soprattutto nelle città. Certo ci dovrebbe anche essere una
coordinazione di più alto livello, dall’economia e soprattutto dalla politica, l’obiettivo dovrebbe
essere sempre quello di avere città più vivibili!
È emersa anche l’idea che il cambio tecnologico non influenzerà significativamente il bisogno
di mobilità. Certo, verrà soddisfatto in modalità diverse, ma le necessità e i comportamenti
dell’utente finale resteranno sostanzialmente gli stessi, come anche l’importanza del trasporto
pubblico e di massa.
Non credo che sarà il tipo di guida che influenzerà la domanda di mobilità, le scelte comportamentali e di viaggio dell’utente. Sarà invece la facilità di fruizione di un certo servizio rispetto
ad un altro. Solo quando una certa opzione diventerà più comoda e vantaggiosa, allora sarà
adottata massivamente. La guida autonoma non cambierà i bisogni degli utenti, semmai il
cambio
negli
equilibri
di
offerta
farà
emergere
le
soluzioni
vincenti.
Il comportamento di acquisto non cambierà, la condivisione ha ancora dei problemi da risolvere. I mezzi pubblici saranno sempre fondamentali per garantire lo spostamento delle masse.
In provincia stiamo puntando molto sulla rotaia per tutti i tipi di mobilità che può soddisfare.
Per l’ultimo miglio la guida autonoma non è una soluzione attuabile.
Una delle certezze identificate dalla discussione è l’importanza dell’interfacciamento e della
coordinazione tra le diverse modalità di trasporto che emergeranno. L’offerta dovrà essere
organica e avere l’utente finale al centro delle valutazioni. Queste opportunità di trasporto renderanno sempre meno attrattivo per l’utente l’acquisto di un’auto privata.
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L’intermodalità è un tema importante. Per esempio, l’uso di un’app può fare in modo che il
settore privato diventi un aggregatore di utenti, creando nuove e interessanti possibilità di business.
La guida autonoma potrebbe interfacciarsi molto bene con questa visione, ottimizzerebbe i
viaggi, alcuni dati dicono che sarebbero necessari il 20% di taxi in meno oltre a vantaggi più
diffusi su traffico e vivibilità in generale. Inoltre, questo tipo di tecnologia potrebbe funzionare
molto
bene
per
il
trasporto
medio
pesante.
Penso quindi che pensare in termini “tradizionali” alle auto a guida autonoma possa portare
completamente fuori strada, ad esempio la tradizionale proprietà di un’auto sarà fortemente
messa in discussione. Un esempio di tutto questo è il turismo che sta diventando sempre più
individuale (basato quindi sul singolo individuo piuttosto che su un gruppo di persone). Per
questo motivo oggi esistono nuove offerte, che 20 anni fa non esistevano.
Altri si mostrano scettici sul fatto che le nuove possibilità tecnologiche si declineranno in un
cambio di paradigma della mobilità.
Credo che l’utilizzo dell’auto non cambierà, si assisterà solamente alla sostituzione della modalità di guida. In ogni caso la guida autonoma non sostituirà mai completamente la guida
individuale.
La discussione arriva a toccare anche aspetti sociali e politici. Le conseguenze e gli impatti
sulla società di un così fondamentale trasformazione del settore dei trasporti sono da valutare
attentamente e da considerare all’interno del perimetro di analisi e di costruzione degli scenari
futuri.
La guida autonoma arriverà, è inevitabile, ma oltre agli aspetti “tecnici” della cosa bisognerebbe seriamente parlare anche del tema del lavoro, che mi sembra ci si dimentichi molto
spesso. Non si può far finta che non esista. Questo tipo di tecnologia, una volta a regime, farà
sparire un’importante fetta di lavori che oggi sostentano una larga fetta di popolazione. Come
vogliamo arrivare a questo futuro? Cosa faremo fare a queste persone? Mi preoccupa questo
tema. Anche sulle navi commerciali si sta sperimentando la guida autonoma con successo,
questo significa che tantissimi operatori non saranno più necessari. Non si può far finta che il
problema non esista, visto che nel mondo ci sono circa 8 miliardi di persone.
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LIVELLO DI INTEGRAZIONE CON ALTRI MEZZI DI TRASPORTO
CHE IMPLICAZIONI AVRÀ LA DIFFUSIONE DEI VEICOLI AUTONOMI SULL’ATTUALE
CONFIGURAZIONE DEI SISTEMI DI TRASPORTO? QUALI TIPOLOGIE DI SPOSTAMENTI
SARANNO SOSTITUITE DELLE AUTO A GUIDA AUTONOMA? AUTO PRIVATE, BUS,
TRENO, … CHE RUOLO AVRANNO GLI ALTRI MEZZI DI TRASPORTO?
CONTINUEREMO A FARE INVESTIMENTI NEL TRASPORTO PUBBLICO?
Evidenziando nuovamente la difficoltà di esprimersi chiaramente per quanto riguarda gli impatti futuri della guida autonoma, i partecipanti sono concordi nell’affermare che il trasporto
pubblico rivestirà ancora un ruolo determinante nell’offerta di mobilità, sia per garantire un’opzione economica all’utente finale, ma anche perché vista come l’unica modalità sostenibile per
spostare grandi masse di persone.
Credo che continueremo ad utilizzare il trasporto pubblico, che sarà preferito da tutte quelle
persone più sensibili al costo. Autobus pubblico rimarrà sempre il mezzo più economico. Credo
fortemente che si continueranno a fare investimenti nel trasporto pubblico, non è in discussione, è un impegno politico e sociale. Semmai bisogna capire come i mezzi autonomi si integreranno nel paradigma di mobilità. I mezzi pubblici potrebbero essere tutti autonomi. Ad oggi
esistono infinite opzioni, ma è difficile comprendere prima del tempo tutte le relazioni che potrebbero
instaurarsi.
Non credo che la guida autonoma renderà superfluo il trasporto di massa, anche treni e bus
saranno autonomi. È più la questione normativa che determinerà un certo mix di mezzi. In ogni
caso il trasporto di massa non potrà mai avvenire attraverso tanti e piccoli mezzi. I prossimi 10
anni mostreranno una continuazione delle tendenze già in atto. Ci saranno sperimentazioni
sempre più regolari, soprattutto sull’ultimo miglio.
La discussione prosegue sulle opportunità che lo sviluppo della guida autonoma permetterà di
sfruttare. Non c’è dubbio che la guida autonoma rappresenterà la tecnologia dominante e che
l’offerta sarà sempre più integrata e condivisa, ma rimarranno invariati i bisogni fondamentali
di trasporto dell’utente medio. Il tema determinante è quello dei costi.
Quello che è importante evidenziare è che non si creerà una nuova categoria o modalità di
mobilità, i bisogni saranno sempre gli stessi che però saranno soddisfatti da un’offerta sempre
più integrata con queste nuove possibilità tecnologiche. Il tema principale rimane quello dei
costi, che è il fattore davvero determinante per sancire la vittoria o la sconfitta delle varie opzioni, e che farà propendere il consumatore per una o per l’altra scelta. Cosa sarà più conveniente? Certo anche le scelte istituzionali avranno il loro perso e faranno selezione.
A tendere tutta la mobilità sarà autonoma e i sistemi di trasporto saranno sempre più condivisi
e meno individuali. Non sarà più necessario saper guidare. Ci sarà una rivoluzione delle modalità di spostamento, prima in piccoli ambiti locali, e influirà sull’offerta di trasporto pubblico,
poi piano piano renderà inutili tutte le altre opzioni. Però non si può sapere esattamente cosa
accadrà, ci sono un milione di scenari possibili con mix di offerte ancora da immaginare. Nei
prossimi 10 anni ci saranno delle offerte di guida autonoma integrative, anzi stiamo già assistendo ad alcune applicazioni, seppur marginali.
Un importante settore per la guida autonoma sarà quello delle consegne a domicilio, che probabilmente diventeranno presto completamente autonome. In questo business l’unico obiettivo è minimizzare i costi, l’obiettivo è semplice e ci sono meno variabili da tenere in considerazione, sarà uno sviluppo inevitabile e automatico.
Un particolare approfondimento sul settore dei taxi, che sarà profondamente stravolto dalla
futura adozione in massa della guida autonoma, sebbene una nicchia di utenti avrà sempre
bisogno della presenza fisica di un “autista”.
Un taxi costa 10 volte di più rispetto a un mezzo pubblico. Dipende molto anche dall’urgenza
di chi si deve spostare: se ho urgenza, chiamerò il taxi altrimenti il mezzo pubblici. È da capire
se avere o non avere l’autista può comportare una diminuzione dei costi. Le categorie deboli
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continueranno a usare mezzi privati e si serviranno di persone fisiche (taxi). Per queste persone rimarrà sempre la scelta più sicura e più affidabile. Da più fiducia e confidenza. (soprattutto ora con il Covid). Il tema dei costi è anche importante e determinerà quella che sarà la
soluzione più utilizzata, ma non dimentichiamoci che oggi due terzi dei costi del trasporto pubblico sono finanziati da contributi pubblici. Non è detto comunque che una soluzione ammazzi
tutte le altre, potrebbero intersecarsi in modi che oggi è difficile immaginare. Ad esempio, prima
del covid il settore dei taxi stava assistendo ad un aumento delle richieste, contrariamente a
quelle che erano le aspettative. A Bolzano sono state addirittura consegnate nuove licenze.
Tutto dipenderà in larga misura da scelte personali e da valutazioni opportunistiche. Si seguiranno le richieste del mercato, noi tassisti non sappiamo come procederà, siamo incerti e seguiremo la domanda.
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